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INTRODUCTION

COLOR AND LIGHT IN FAINTING
~revious

to the twentieth century, painting could have

been defined a8 the reproduction of the images of objects
with pigments.

However, subject matter and objects as

representations have been denied existence by many of our
twentieth century painters. and unless we are to deny all
this as painting -- and many might be inclined to do so -
we must find a new definition.

If this is to include the

tremendous variety of What 1s now called painting, our
definition mist necessarily be very general.

We may term

painting, as it is used herein, as the application of pig
ment on a surface whose completion is intended as a work of
art.
While considering the uses of color and light, its
limitations and the problems posed for the artist in
painting, we must ask and attempt to answer some very
fundamental questions.
in painting?
the two?

Are color and light the same thing

lhos1f not how can we distinguish between

These are not simple questions.

As we examine

the work of Vermeer, Of the Impressionists, and of the major

Gow
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post-impressionists, we will be asking these questions.
The answers will differ.
In all representational painting where the artist is
looking at nature, he must decide what he wishes to repre
sent out of all that he sees.

He must select an approach

to nature -- what aspects of nature are most important to
him.

A representational painting is an illusion, a trans

lation, of what the artist chooses to see.

How he trans

latea is up to him, and the vocabulary he uses within the
framework of the language of painting is also his choice.
A literal or Visual translation would have to take
into consideration the multiple characteristics of that
physical energy which we call light, without which nature
1

would not be Visible to us at all.

Just as any object

which appears in a painting 1s a representation of, or an
illusion of the physical object, any light we observe in a
painting is an illusion of the light in the physical
world.

Such an illusion of light we do sense in many

paintings.

It is sensed because

theeaDti~beha'f~epre~ight

sented in a pigment some of the effects light has on the
1

See the Appendix for a general summary of the science
of light. The main characteristics of light are discussed,
and a familiarization with them will be a helpful back
ground in understanding the necessary translation from
physical light to the illusion of light in painting.

Gow

surfaces of obveots -- changea in value and hue, highlights,
2

and cast shadows, etc.
The artists' concept often relies purely oh the testi
mony of the eye, and this often differs signifioantly from
the scientists' view of reality.

The scientist and many of

us have trained ourselves to rely on what we know rather
then on Ylhat we actually see to such an extent that it
takes the naive and the artist to show us what we aotually
see.

This represents really only the realist Bchool of

art however.

~~ch

painting is not at all concerned With

recreating a subject but, witb recreating an experience
the artist uses color to express the mOOd, his personality
bis way of seeing.
The intended purpose of a given work dictates the
use of color and not the physioal properties of the objeot
matter.

It 1s this purpose which dictates every deoision

the artist makes. and it is these deoisions on a common
basis that give the finished work its unity
composition, unity
ment of light.

i~

unity in

color organization, unity in treat

The requirement of color in a painting if

the painting is to have the quality of a unit is con
sistent treatment not the adherence to reality.
2

See the appendiX, para. 10-12, b,c, 13-16, 17, 19, 21

3
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When discussing light a8 a unifying factor in painting,
Ur. James

~.

Carpenter places light in two main categories,

pervasive and direoted light.

Directed light is that whioh
3

originates from a definite light source.

This source can

exist either within the painting, such as from a candle
or lamp on a table. or can exist outside the limite of the
painting. such as through a window in the painting.
point is that one oan perceive its direction.

The

Pervasive

light 1s that whioh Beems almost to be a qUality of the
object matter in the painting not acting on the objects.

It envelopes the scene and has no direction.

The use of

directed and pervasive light helps unify and organize a
work in many ways.
in the work.

They set up consistent relationships

For example. a directed light from a window

on the left illuminates the room in the painting (the win
dow is

&n

the work).

Exoluding, for the moment the

secondary souroes due to objeot surface reflection. the
lights and shadows of the objeot matter are orientated
the same; that is, the light side of the object is on the
left facing the light of the light source and the shadow
side 1s on the right of the objeet.
uniformly lighted.

The soene will be non

Such lighting is the only condition

under whioh good three demens10nality and modeling are
3

The AppendiX. para. 5-6
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seen in the subjeot..

Pervasive liKht creates an overall

light eliminating shadows.

It can achieve a flatness to

the surface as exemplified in much contemporary painting.
Light can be used in many ways beBideB~a unifying
element.

As mentioned above it can express plastio form
5

throu5h modeling from light to shadow.

It can express

spaoe through this modeling and through its regular de
crease in brightness with distance inorease from the light
source, or its causation of hue changes as in distant
objeots appearing bluish (because of the soattering of
6

light).

Light can also have a psychological effect by

influencing the observer as to what the artist oonsiders
important in a work, and as to what is relatively unimport

ant.

7

Whatever the

~otions

light

~lfills

for the artist.

he must create the illusion of the desired light effect
for he has no physical li¢ht in the painting.

He does

have at hie disposal pigments which. when Viewed in physical
light. absorb and reflect selectively some wavelengths
more than others of the
therefortappear colored.

ll~t

striking the canVas and

With these pigments the artist

4

Ralph

~.

Evans. AI! IB!raduction to Color. (NY 1948), John

Wiley and Sons, Inc., p. 309.

5 The Appendix, para. 21, note also Fig. 2.
6 The Appendix. p·ara. 2a. t 90.

7 Rembrandt often used light for this purpose, particularly
when telling a story suoh as in his biblical pa.intings
and drawings.

5.
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can create value and hue

In

BO

scal~s

which

gl"te)letMi'~lusion of

doing he must establish the required brightness

(value) soale around which the picture is to be built.
The range of this value scale, due to the limitation of
the pigments, is considerably less than that found in
nature.

As Mr. Carpenter points out.

lIone of the prob

lemB whioh a painter desiring to create light faces is
that of Buggesting more brilliance than there aotually
is."

Light 1s not perceived as a definite quantity or

intensity level but is perceived relative to the neighbor
ing values.

Because light 1s relative., the artist 1s able

to translate the relations of light and dark that he Bees
in nature into the value range between between black and
white much as the oamera does. 8

That light is known by

comparison !s illustrated when all the values in a given
field are changed in the same proportion.

The result is

that each value is Been to remain constant. 9

An individual becomes orientated within the particular
intensity scale or system at whioh he is lookinR.

For ex

ample. it an individual has two paintings side by side.
one more

bri~ht

than the

othe~

ing the contrast in brightness.

he has no trouble register
However, if he looks only

at one of the paintings his eyes become acoustomed to its
8Arthur Pope. ':t'_h~ L~e of Dra.w~ and PalntiM,
{Cambridge. Mass. ~ Harvard ~versity Press, p. 101;
also James ~. Carpenter. Colby College Art Department.
9Rudolf Arnhelm. Art an~ Y1Bua~_Fe~c!ption. (Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1954~Un1vers1ty of California Faess. p. 260

6.

light.
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intensity scale.

He does not see

in

terms of a universal

brightness scale by which a given moments perceptions can
be compared. 10 It 1s, then. the relative contrast between
the lights and darks within one picture that creates the
illusion of really intense light.

If an intense light possesses a brightness value
well above the rest of the field it will appear to glow
even though the absolute brightness might be quite low,

as exemplified in many of Rembrandt's paintings.~
Aut~r

Pope cites three value relations used in

painting other than the normal rendering of value rela
tions.

These-others are distortions of the true value re

lations. but they may better express his ideas or
the desired tonality for a particular work.

him

~ive

thetr use is

a question of aesthetic result and not of the visual re
terrent in nature.
"Crowding the darks" consists of extending the upper
part of the value scale, and crowding the lower part.
(Fl~.

b)

The effect of this value relationship is one of

large masses of extreme dark, relieved by small spots
gleaming

li~ht.

o~

When the darks are orowded the difference

between the low values is deoreased such that there ap
pears to be fewer different dark tones, a more uniform
10 The Appendix, para. 23.
11 Ar.nhBim, p. 248.

'7.
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tonality in the darks. l2
Opposite to the relation end its effeot is "crowding
the Lights". (Fig. c)

The range of light values is de

creased suoh that the tonality becomes more uniform in
the higher values.

Suoh a value relation uauses an "im

pression of a glare of light with very slight contrasts
lB the light portlons. n13

Some artists crowd both ends of the value scale.
(Fl~.

dO

sharp

co~trasts

"Crowding of both lights and darks" oreates
between light and dark.

The intermediate

tones lose importance in such a value relation. 14
whitt
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Arthur pope's figures above illustrate these different re
lations. 15

12 Arthur Pope, p. 101.
13
Pope, p. 103.
14 Pope, p. 103.

15 Pope, p. 101
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In the same way the intensity range of the colors
can be manipulated by either the suppression of the range,
or the exaggeration of the range.

This intensity range.

whether normal or altered, is similar to the

value~e,

in that it ie limited in painting oompared to nature.

But

like values, the perceived intensity of a given color is
relative to those around it.

The

arti~oan.

therefore,

create the illusion of great intensity by using a primar
ily low intensity range and a high
eliminating the middle range. 16

r~e.

suppressing or

Beoause at its unifying effect by ,producing tighter
relationships between the colors in a pioture, the use
of limited palettes or limited toneteequence is common in

painting.
The use of such a palette is a further breaking away
from the visual representation of a scene.

For instead

of attempting to equate a given hue end value in pigment
with one in nature, the artist tries to equate the relation
ship of colors and tones in pigment with relationships per
17
oeived in nature.
Again we stress relativity.
Besides ohoosing the proper limited palette for a par
tlaQIar effect he must know how one color will react when
16Pope, pp. 104-105.
l7Pope. pp. 115-131.

Gow

placed in Juxtaposition with another.

11.

When two colors are

placed in contiqulty each is changed as thoush it had been
mixed to scme extent with the compliment~~r~ color of
the other. 18 When any two colors of the chromatio circle
are brought into competition or contrasted. the effect pro
duced is apparently to move them both farther apart.

The

changes of tint are greatest when the oolors which are sit
uated nearest eaoh other on the color circle.

Complemen

tary colors are already as far apart in the chromatic oirole
as possible; therefore. they are net ohanged in hue but only
appear more brilliant and saturated. 19 There are many.other
laws of color contrast but the above will illustrate that
the artist must be aware of how his pigment will reaate
together if he 1s to aohieve the desired color

e~fect.

One of the most important laws of contrast which
affeot oolor 1s that of simultaneous contrast.

A surface

or a light source of any color looks lighter when it is
surrounded by a darker color.

The difference in the

li~t

ness of any two surfaces is exaggerated if they are placed
adjacent to each other and the effect is greatest when a
small area of one 1s completely surrounded by the other. 20
180gden Rood, Modern Chromatics, p. 244.
1909den Rood, p. 246.
2°Evans, p. 308

Gow

It 1s a fact that Bide by side applioation of pigments pro
duces a muoh brighter and fuller intensity hue oombination
l
than does direct mixing which neutralizes: ~lll these faots
aTe used by the artist in his task of painting.
Acoording to Ralph Evans color always plays the two
fold role of deooration and representation in a painting.22

It shows looal aolor or the effect of lighting but at the
same time it is decorative in that it oreates patterns of
color relationships.

Color plays many other roles as well.

It is an important element as can be, of the oomposition.
By minipulatlng hue intensities and values the artist can

stress areas of weakness in achieving balance in a work.
Color can be used also in-a symbolical sense -- represent
moods and emotions of the artist.

"Any artist may view

21LuohleSh, Color and its Application, p. 299
22

Evans, P. 308

12.
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~

three valid but quite different ways: symbolically.
esthetically. and realistically.n 23 When color is ~sed
symbolically or esthetically the artist may create a sense
of light.

This light will usually be pervasive liRht.

If

it appears to be directed light, the treatment will be
arbitrary in that it will be used for other purposes than
to create an illusion of natural light.
There are two opposite conceptions of
in nature:
that

00101'

00101'

behavior

one, that color is what the eye reportsi two.
is what the mind knows it to be regardless of

what the eye reports at the moment.

24

It does not matter

to whioh opposing conoept the artist subscribes.

It does,

however, matter that he is consistent i f he ohooses to use
either in his painting.
In muoh contemporary painting the artist does not

choose to subsoribe to either because his purpose is often
to use color and any illusion or symbols of
elements of his surface pattern.

Vfuen using

li~t
ll~ht

as abstract
in this

manner. he is not concerned at all with creating the il
lusion of real light and its effects on the objectsJnor 1s

he concerned with the real color of an object as his mind
knows it to be.

For him color and light are the same thing:

namely, the only elements of his composition to be used as
the oomposition dictates and not necessarily for anything else.
~

23

24

Philip C. Beam, The Langua,ge of Art, (NY 1958), The Ronald
Press Company. p. 176.
Beam. p. 182.

Gow

- This illustrates one

ve~'

or color treatment cannot be

important point.
~

anal~d

14.

LiP:ht and

without considering

the intended purpose of the artist -- what he 1s trying to
do.
Color in painting is pigments miniPulated by the
artist for his own particular purpose.

As the artist

places more and more emphasis on design, color relations.
and the material with which he is working. he tends to
suppress his interest in SUbject matter.

When he does

this. the treatment of this subjeot matter,

i~

there is any,

is oontrolled not by laws of nature or the artist's visual
~

experienceAby the requirements of the composition.

The il

lusion of physical light in painting is part of the sub
Ject matter of'a painting.

If the artist is primarily con

eerned with the representation of subject matter in nature.
he will use his pigments to create tone relations which
)

obey natures¥ laws and give the illusion of light striking
surfaces and act iDg on them.

In other words light in

painting is en illusion created by using color pigments
which appear as objects on whioh real light seems to be
falling.

Color is a quality of the pigment which is per

ceived when physioal light illuminates the painting, its
particular color being determined by what wavelength the
illuminated pigment

re~lects

ad.mi ttedly is conf'usinp;.

and absorbs.

The distinction

The light we sense in a paint 1ng

Gow

is in reality color pigments.

We perceive it as light be

eause it looks like i t and obeys its laws or beoause the
pigments form a symbol of a

li~ht

souroe (the moon. aun or

stars. for example.)
This thesis will analyze the treatment of this light
in painting. the ways in which the artist ereates this il
lusion or rejects its creation.

15

Gow
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CHAPTER ONE
A

BACKGROm~D

FOR THE

POST-I}~RESSIONISTS

Although our main concern 1s the treatment of 11ght
/

of Cezanne,Gaugu1n,Van Gogh, and Beurat, it 1s helpful
if not necessary that we have a background of light treat
ment preceding these major post-impressionists.
as looking at the Impressionists, with

~lho8e

As well

light treat

ment our protagonist will break in degrees, we might con
sider briefly an earlier artist who represents the natura
listie or visual approach to light.

Such an artist 1s

Jan Vermeer van Delft (1632-1675).
"His manner of seeing is the basic excellence of
Vermeer's art-the thing that sets it apart from the work
of other men.

\Vhere others had a genius for drawing or

for colouratlon, he had a genius for vision.

One arrives,

while Btudylng his work carefully, at a feeling that he
looked at things harder than others have 1 eked at them ••••
to see if there was anything he could do to his picture:"
1

to make it portray
1.

~ore

closely the real aspect of nature.

II

Philip L.Hale,Vermeer,Completed an~ ~repared for the press
by Frederic~ W.Coburn and Ralph T.Hale,Boston, Y,1937,Hale,
Cushman and Flint,p.4.

~:.

17.

When the approach to painting 1s one of creating an
exact illusion of nature, the illusion of real light
becomes of primary importance.
In the "Young Woman with a Water Jug" we can see
painstaking observation of the effect of light as it
streams through the bluASh window-glass on the left
side of the canvas. We are struck immediately with the
realism of this illusion of light. It will be helpful if
we analyze Borne of the ways in which Vermeer has created
this illusion in this painting, and some of the ways in
which he has used light.
The light serves as a unifyin3 element as the light
source is directed from

t~e

left and sets up consistent

relationships of light to shadow in the

odellng of all

object matter in the painting--on the young woman, the
jug and tray, the garment draped over the chair) on the
colorful table cloth, and on the

o-=e~

chest on the table.

Her hood and shawl which bave a local color of white, ~
influenced towards blue as the light becomes a little
blue as it passes through the bluish window-glass. This
blueing is very subtle. The light passes through the white
material illuminating her face a little, except where the
material is doubled over at the hem. The shawl is lightest
or bright8at on her right shoulder where nearest the
Window. The values step down as the shawl moves around the
figure into shadow. The hood illustrates this well.

· The clarity of this light into shadow modeling seems to
be due to Vermeer's ability to determine optically just
how much change is worth noting. The jump from light to
half light to shadow is just great enough and simplified
enou

to create vividly the illusion of light into shadow.

The directed light, by its action on the figure as it goes
into shadow, expresses the

tp~ee

demensional form.

Vermeer's conscientiousness in observing separations

was continued in his registration of
noted in

~

ll~ht

and shadow. He

remarkable way the comparative obscurity of

the shadows 1n their relationship with light.

He did not

paint them hazy and obscure, but gave each shadow its own
2
lumino~lty and colour." The shadow side of the table cloth
facing

UB

color.

illustrates Vermeer's sensitive eye for ehadow

The muted reds,blues, and whites maintain relative

values &s those in the sunllg t, but the value differences
become les8 and become lower or darker. Adherence to phys
leal shadow illumination is found in the colored reflection
of the cloth's pattern on the side of the silver tray-the
reds and blues being clearly reflected by the

hig~ly

re

flective surface of the metal of the tray, and because of
the greater distance away, reflected obscurely on the
pitcher.
2.

Philip L.Hale,

Verm~~r,

p.67

Gow '
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Vermeer is very conecious of the reduction of light
intensity with the increase in distance.
stat

B

that

II

Philip Hale

no one has ever painted the graduated light
3

on a wall better than he. It

I,ve notice thi s graded light

on the patterned cloth as wall as on the neutral wall.
His attentive eye seems to catch all of the effects of
lig..'r1t and he 1s careful to include all

t~at

he sees. liAs

the eye moves across the surface,from corner to corner
along the rectangular avenues and returns, we are remlnd
ed again of the limit of its meaning, paradoxically both
narrow and bottomless, reminded that the grace of Vermeer's
world is to wear to

t~e

last the garment of the retinal

impression, to claim no Ereater depth than the play of
4
light. It
Further indication of Vermeer I s concern \'lith "the

play of light lJ can be found in his careful treatment of
cast shadows. In the It'tOWlg Woman with a. Wa.ter Juglt,for
example it is the shadows of the map, the chair, and on
the

~all

under the window that help place the objects in

the picture space.

The observation of shadow shape,size

and degree of sharpness of edge relative to distance be
tween the object easting the shadow and that surface on

3.

4.

PhillD Hale,p.67


Lawrence Gowlng,Vermeer,N.Y.1953, The Beechhurst Press,
p.61

Gow;

~.

which the shadow appears, ls a primary way of reading the

5

relative position in apace of the object matter. Note the
diffused edge of the chairs shadow on the wall compared
with the map's shadow on the same wall. The map's shadow
edge is sharper clearly indicating that the map is closer
to the wall than is the chair. The fact that the woman
casts no shadow on the wall indicates that she 1s suffic
lently far away froe the wall so as not to interfere with
lig t reaching it.
While discussing

shado,~s

as pl&cing objects in rela

tive space, we might consider how his treatment of light
further contributes to clear spacial relations. The just
ness of his study of edges (the separation of one form or
mass from another) 1s significant. Edges vary in character
accordln

to the

conditio~s

of light, their distance from

the spectator, and their oym intrinsic sharpness or soft
neBS.

There is the complete absence of linear contours

found in so many artist's work. Vermeer's edges become
more diffused as the objects step back in space, the
difference of diffusion between two edges being dependent
directly on the differences in distance from the spectator.
Accordln3 to Philip Hale it was the sensitive study of
edges tha.t gaV-e Vermeer his mastery of light and shade.

5.

See Appendix para.

6.
Hale,p.66

6
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In his best paintings one is stuck by the balance
of his composition. Besides shape and rhythill. dark
masses that are per Be dark and light masses, per se
llght)are used as important dlements of the composition.
It 1s important to realize that these light and dark
masses in hie compostions must have been controlled by
the initial placement of his object matter. His composi
tions a.re usually simple (particularly in __is later vlorks)
and include onjy those objects necessary to t e composit
ion. His subjects nearly

a_,~.ys

look posed, eet up With

great care. It is tble quality plus the idolatry of the
appearance of things in light the.t leads one to believe
that the balance of dark maE see and light masses was ac
hieved before he actually began painting his picture.
"He did not rely on dark shadm-J8 as Rembrandt and also

some of the Italian masters often did,to get him out of
a compositional difficulty by

lndlcati~g

a murky passage
\\7

due to tem.orary or accidental concitione.
Vermeer often designs in dark against li6ht. This
is

t~e

reverse of the method of nearly all the Nether

land paintings. They employed a dark background as a foil
to ali::, t figure. This can be obeervedln the nWomen at
the Casement \iindow 'l • the "Reader". the "Pearl Necklace" t
and severa.l others including -<-he "Young \vcmen with a \ia ter

Jug." He crowded areas of' lower value in the foreground

7.

Hale,p.83

GOI£"

22,.

against a more luminous middle distance even when he did
B
not place hie figures against a paler bac~ground. The
"Young Woman wi th a

a ter Jug" will again serve as an

l\T

illustration. Lhe picture space is divided into alternat
ing light and dark areas. In the foreground the side of

the table facing the spectator 1s in shadow. The top of
the table is in liht and separates the darker figure
from the foreground. The wall 1s

11~~t s11ho~etting

the

figure.
Light. in the history of palntln3,

~~s

often been

used in a psychological sense,(as a way of influencing
the observer as to what the artist thinks is important
in a work) and used as a

~eans

these two uses were connected.

of telling a story. Often
Rembrandt 1s the best

known proponent of light use in this

,.,ay.

Vermeer,

however, never used light in quite this manner. He aVoids
telllns a story. Often there is some anecdotal thread but
it is tenuous excepting lI"ehe Studio. 1I The color Bcheme,
the design, the rendering-these engaged his attention and
enthusiasm.

Vermeer 1s thus in favor with those who be

11eve in art for art's sake-a particularly modern outlook.
Vermeer endeavored to paint each tone relative to
what he saw,whether warm, meutral or cool. His use ot
color had no scientific basis. He merely observed the
appearance of things more closely and more natvely than

8.

Hale,p.84

others.

10
Very apparent is his

Il

re jection of both the

mechanics and the mental background of painterly per
Il
ception. 1I The representational rules themselves create
the very visual consistency which establishes the perfect
12
order that we see.
the~

In summary

Vermeerts description is always

exactly adequate,always completely and effortlessly in
terms of natural light. He relies entirely on the retina
as his guide and abhors preconception and design in the

representation of the visual image.

hie works

lac~

This is not to say

design. The composition, in terms of color,

epace, and surface design, 1s established in the setting
up of the object matter before the painting begins.

The simplicity and strength of his compositions re
13
minds us of the Japanese designers. Their use of ag~eeable, well-planned distribution and balance of light and
dark messes 1s very apparent in hie work. Philip Hale
observes that "he was

80

situated as to - ve observed

many oriental designs which could have suggested to him
hiB oym scheme of pattern (ie.designing in dark against

14
light).
10.

Hale p.78

11.
Go¥tng,.p.23
12.

Gow1ng,p.45

13.

Vermeer ~aB so situated as to have observed many
oriental designs which could have suggested to him his
own sche~es of pattern,Hale p.33.

14.

Hale,p.83

2/i.·.

In contrast to conceptual representatlon,Vermeer ' s
treatment 1s an impressionism of a sort.

The definite

patterns of localized color which we find in Vermeer is
quite unlike the manner of the recent painters called
Impressionists.

His impressionism is more like that of

Velazquez and i{anet in that it 1s in terms of tone more
than of color.

15

Manet 1e a good transition from Vermeer to the
Impressionists of whom

·~net

will be used as our example.

Vermeer gives us an lmpression of solid bodies through the
interplay of shadow and light. When comoared to Vermeer·s,
16
~
the figures of ~ net look flat.
There is a strong light
effect in Manets works, created
contrasts.

throug~

the use of bold

He observed that figures in full light of day

in fact do look relatively flat.

He ther8fore reduced the

image to essential planes which he painted in bold flat
areas. Part of the effect of contrast is due to the omis
slon of transitional areas between light and shadow (in
effect the minimum use of surface modeling). Important
to the illusion of ?-1.anet's light is the shadow areas are
reduced to a __ inimum. tilt is as if the lights had spread.
consuming all intermed1ate values and compressing the

15.

Gowing,p.20

16.
E.H.Gombrlck,The Story of Art,9th ed.,(New York,1958)
Pha1don Publishers Inc.,p.388

shadows into areas so small and concentrated that they
may even be reduced to a mere dark line along side of
the form. 1I The imatse is depicted a.s the eye might see
it in a momentary flash of light and with flat object
ivity.

¥~net's

those in depth.

light reveals close objects rather than
\Vi th two notable exceptions, the "Le

Deseuner sur I'Herbe" and the "Olypmla", Manet pa.inted
everyday people in everyday clothes. Although these two
exceptions were based on traditional works, Giorgione's
"Concert Champetre lt and Titian's IIVenus of Urbino ll ,
repectively, they are interpreted in quite different
terms.

l8.net I s

Il V

borrowing,ho~Tever, has

nothing to do

with new interpretation or enlargement of the subject;
He ia,in fact,not much interested in 8ubject,a subject
merely supplies him with forms to be painted. He is
interested in a way of doing the picture, the means of

18

representation rather than

w~at

1s represented."

-1

He

1s interested in art for artie sake.

Manet's indisputable rrasterpiece, It Olympia," will
serve as an excellent example of his light treatment.
One of the first things which we notice is the lack of
light in the background epace. The figure, the bed and
the attendent are brightly illuminated in light. This
lighted object matter is sharply contrasted against the

18.

John Canaday,p.165
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dark background of dark browns and dark greens. The black
cat at the foot of the bed 1s almost lost against the
background. The cat serves, by its black feet contrast
ed against the off white of

t~e

bed linen and by the lack

of contrast of its coat against the background, to tie in
the background pland of shadow with the foreground plane
of light.Looking at the nude, Olympia, we notice the
flattening effect of

~~netIB

light. This flattening is

created by the omission of transition tones or by the
miniL~

use of surface modeling on the figure. The model

ing has been reduced to

alm~st

a line along the edge of

the form, Ie. the contour of the left breast, the torso and
along the right leg. The most modeling appears on the face,
but even this is relatively flat when compared

wit~

the

modeling of Vermeer or of the Italian masters like Titian.
The seeming simplification of the effects of light
to essential planes of light in the "Olympia" is not so
simple. The "11ne ll modeling is absent along all contours
which appear against the dark background. Olympia's left
arm and leg are good examples. The absence of this model
ing increases

t~e

contrast between that in light and that

not illuminated. It also causes the illuminated region
to ap:"ear more bright due to the great differences be
tween the two Juxtaposed areas (without any transition
area between them). The Bame kind of contrast 1s seen
between the attendant's pink dress and the dark green

Gow

backdrop. We are struck by the light-dark pattern.
Although figures in broad daylight do, in fact,
look relatively flat,Manet has exaggerated this illusion
in hie painting. The left arm and leg of the 6igure,
which i6 farther away from the light source. appears
brighter (due to the adjacent background) than the
nearer arm and leg. There also 1s more modeling on the
nearer arm and leg which makes them appear less brightly
illuminated. A tension 1s thereby set up between the
left arm and leg which really is in back of the right
ar~

and leg, and the tendency for these farther limbs to

read on the same plane as those in front. Another example
of this tendency to flatten depth to a surface pattern of
light can be seen in the white paper in which the attend
ant brings the flowers. The whiteness of this paper.
though in back of the bed in space, 1s as great as that
of the bed linen in the closest foreground. Almost as
w~ite

too is the collar of the attendant's dress which

is still farther in de?th.
brightness, all

th~se

Due to this similarity of

areas read on the saEe

pla~e

in

light. denying what little depth is expressed through
the placement of the object matter.

Depth 1s further

denied by the foreground area of dark broHn of the bed
at the lower left hand side of the picture as the color
1s the same and the brightness is the same
drop in the background.

~s

the back

Gow

In general there is more

mode~ing

objects than in those farther back in
The contrasts of

thc~e

flatter

are~s

in the foreground

t~e

picture space.

in the middle dis

tance against the background is greater than the contrast
between the foreground and the background. The middle
distances appear brighter against the background causing
them to read ae on the foreground plane.
The lig_t source must be large (daylight probably)
as a smaller source would create larger shadow areas and
would demand more surface modeling.

There are

~o

large

cast shadows except the.t. "Thich 1s cast by the cat. This
particular deep s'ladow is consistent wi th the use of the
cat to tie the background to the foreground, as the shad
ow's value anQ hue 1s very cl08e to that of the bsckgroud.
This connection of foreground and backbround plus the al
most

~~iform

low value

o~

the background itself tends to

flatten the overall sense of depth in the painting. This
runs into conflict with the tendency of low. neutral values
to recede. This tendency creates a teneion which is felt
most strongly

with the dark brown of the bed in the lower

left foreground of the painting.
The shalllewnees of picture space found in
"0l ym iall can also be found in ¥,anet'

B

th~

"GareSaint-Lazare"_

but it is achieved in a different Qanner. In "Gare Saint
Lazare ll

net's light hae the same essential characteristics

Gow

(its flattening effect,etc.), but in this case light is
not limited to the foreground.

The "Gare Saint-Lazaret!

is a painting of a young girl and her nurse. The nurse
is seated and facing the observer, while the young girl
grasps the iron fence and peers into the

~ackground

space.

The young girl and the nurse are in the foreground. Im
mediately in back of them and extending acrOBS the entire

picture i8 a a.lmost black iron fence "'hich separates the
foreground from

~he

background, obscuring and breaking

it up. The boldness of the contrast of color and value
between the dark fence and the light background aauses

the fence to read on the surface. It does much to deny
what space is expressed in the background throug
llel plane recessions.

para

The fence tends to halt the ob

server from looking into the background as he follows
the gaze of the young girl. Tn this work

~~netIB

light

brightly illuminates the background-particularly the
smoke vhlch fills most of it. The sIDoke i8 uaed to ob
scure any background objects which might cause

t~e

ob

server to linger in the picture space. The smoke 1s il
luminated enough so that it tends to deny its place 1n
the picture depth. \then we follow the girl's gaze. we
see only

\'i'hit2

smoke.

The contrast 1s greatest, with

the dark fence against the white smoke (where the girl's
gaze leads UB).

Gow

In the "Olympia", the light grouped the figure and
the attendant together on one plane. In the "Gare Saint
Lazare tl the lighter areas \'ihich are grouped together are
the background and the little girl, establishing a com
positional relationship between the girl and the back
ground into which she 1s gazing. ~~.net creates a tension
in the composition by putting in the dark fence separating
the girl from the

backg~Qund

with which she is composit

ionally grouped. The nurse is not interested in the back
ground and is grouped with the dark area of grass in the
foreground.

An tiLl! shaped area is formed by the darkly

attired nurse and the darker grass in the foreground. By
placing the girl such that she blocks out the dark grass,
she ties in the foreground with the background much as
the cat did in the "0lympia".
The "Gare Sa.int-Lazare" represents a slice of every
day life caught in a moment of time. Manet 1s a passive
observer of the scene; he represents on canvas a momentary
vision which anyone might see in a passing glance in his
everyday life. His "Olympia" is less a slice of everyday
life. It is a traditional theme handled in a new way. a
very vivid

~yay.

Above we have discussed

~netl8

minimum use of sur

face modeling and its flattenisg effect. That

11vel~vivld

quality we sse in all of-Manet's paintings can to a great
extent be attributed to this sumwary modeling. For besides

Gow

stating the subject in greater contrast wit

3;[;.

its surround

ings t and alluding to lightt his summary modeling offers
distinct advantages in the use of color. liThe broad
light areas of

~~netts

forms could be painted in colors

at full intensity over their whole breadth, whereas in
conventional modeling the color would have had to be de
based by darkening and graying where it began to turn in
to the intermediate tones between light and shadow t "

19

To

further emphasize the broad expanse of color in the
lights ne often exaggerates what blackish and greenish
tones appear as shadow. The blackish background of t101ympiall
emphasizes the broad areas of color such as the pink dress
of the attendant, the flesh tone of the nude and the white
neS8 of the bed linen.

~~net

applies his paint flatly in

large spots of color placed next to each other.

The re

suIt is a vivid boldness and eimplicity of presentation.
11anet has often been called the leader of Impression
ism. His paintings of everyday people caught in an instant
of time, and his bold presentation of whatever subject
matter he chose were admired by many of the younger paint
20

ers.

Manet was primarily a figure

pal~ter

whereas most of

the Impressionists were landscape painters. What the

19.
CanadaYtp.163
20.

John Rewald, the History of Imuressionlsm,(NY t 1946),
Tne Museum of Modern Art, distributed by Simon and
Schuster,p.44
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Impressionist chooses as his subject matter 1s not im
portant, however. It is the attitude With which he
views his subject which matters.
The Impressionists aaid"record the Visual impression
exactly as you see it not as you know it to be.l!

They

Boon realized that this wasn't factual recording. The
artist must intensify and transfigure his object to agree
21

with his impression."

The impressionist does not analyze

form but attempts to reproduce the effect of the light
reflected from that form,rather than the form of the ob
22

ject reflecting it.

The impressionist paints

wh~t

he sees

not what he knows. He paints colored 11ght,lllight colored
because it 1s reflected from the varicolored objects makIng up the world-the impressionists will shatter the sur
23

face of their canvas into thousands of fragmented tints. 1I

The momentary vision and the portraiture of light both
imply a lOBS of compositional form and a loss of solldit7
24
in individual forms.
21.

Charles Edward Gauss, The Aesthet c Theories of French
Painters 1855 t.o. the Present,
John Hopkins Press,p.22
22.

Canaday,p.182
23.

Canaday,p.l84

24.
Canad~y,p.184
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Impressionism devoted to the representation of the
effects of light out of doors is exemplified most purely
~n

the painting of C~~de Monet (1840-1926). He pushed

this technique to ita limits, and in his later years,
beyond. Let

UB

look closely at several of Monet's works.

In "View of Antlbes" we cert.a1nly see the illusion
of d1rected light

through~ut

the picture. Monet has

created this illusion by setting up consistent light,
shadow relationships. The light is coming from the left
side of the picture as indicated by the yellows on the
left side of the foreground bushes and the cool blues on
the shadow side (the right). In the foreground many browns,
yellows,greens,light blues and pale reds are jextaposed
and intermingled. At close range we can see each indivld 

ual colored stroke by

it8elftunmi~ed

on the palette be

forehand and not blended on the canvas. At the distance
the eye mixes these multicolored strokes,resulting in a
vibrant color unattainable by blending or pre-mixing.
The effect of one color next to another was studied
extensively by such men as

25

Rood.

Chevreul,Hel~~oltztMaxwelland

The Impressionist painters studied these treaties

with care. Monet was no exception as indicated by his
color harmonies. The Impressionists were particularly
interested in the color found in shadow areas. They

25.

Canaday,p.185
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~.

observed that the shadows were not so neutral as past
painters had depicted them. Shadows were illuminated by
colored light reflected from

near~y

surfaces, not black

ish or grayish as usually always depicted 1n the past.
~le

can see in "Antibes" the blues and greens in the

shadow side of the bushes. Across the water the shadow
side of the city buildings are juxtaposed,violets,blues,
and greens, but not blacks or greys.
The illuminated side of the builjin3s are made up
of pale yellows, off whites, pale pinks which, when combined
by the eye,give off a warm, vibrant light which contrasts
with the cool adjacent shadows.

The water in the middle

distance 1s shot through with blues and greens,with white
wiolets and Bome yellows. In this stage of Monet's Im
pressionlsm form has not dlsappeared,although light 1s
permeating and softening its surface and edges, obscuring

26

its details.

The feeling of atmosphere 16 achieved aleo

from the vibrating color. Very important to the illusion
of atmosphere is the increased use of blues in the back
ground

s_~ce,alludin3

to the effect in nature called

scattering.
"Light is morning light. or that of noon or dusk; it
1s the light from a

Bum~er

sun or of a winter day. it is

the light of rain or cloud or blue ski. If painters are

27
to deal wlth light alone they must give us those instants.

26.
CanadaJ.p.185

27.

Charles E.Gauss,Aesthetic Theorles.p.22
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Monet painted the Rouen Cathedral facade (forty pictures)
and a haystack (fifteen pictures) over and over again
under different conditions of light as it changed from
moment to moment during the day. The subject matter is
light, t' e cathedral or haystack is merely a motif over
which numerous variations are played.
Monet's quality of light and shade Has far beyond
the simple recording of nature. His sensibilities of
general color harmony had outstripped recording. "Light
had been intensified past the place where it had been
drawn

fro~

neture. It became a formal element usurping

the place of structure and was labored beyond its potent
ialitles as the vehicle for form.

1I

28

ShadO~8

whose illum

ination and color had been carefully represented in 'onet's
earlier works

beca~e

so illuminated and colorful that they

no longer ap eared as shadows. but instead appeared equal
ly pervaded by light as did those areas in full light.
Monet in his later works became more interested in an
abstract problem than in responding to nature. His techni
cal process of juxtaposed color. which created a vibrant
li~t,devoured

the object matter he chose to depict.

Monetts last work was of water-lilies,but the forms
of nature are barely discernable. These works are more to
be regarded as abstact

28.

Gauss,p.23

arran3e~ent9

of color applied in

Gow.

directed strokes. liThe colors are woven and built into
a structure that 1s its ov.'Tl rea.son for being. 1I

29

It is Monet, the Impressionist, who painted spon
taneoU8 approximations of visual effects of light and
a.tmosphere (in his earlier work) who we want to have as
background for the Post-impressionists. Of

says:

IlHe

~onet,Beam

saw only color, movemsnt,and light. He had lit

tIe interest in the contours, masses, an

surface textures

of forms. Judging by his paintings, his impressions had
30
SI~ll room for the solid "arId."
Charles Gauas said
that the ideas of impression led to their own dls1ntlgra
31
tion and painters began to search for a new aesthetic.

The main body of this thests will deal with four
post-impressionist painters who found new,indlv1dual
aesthetics. W1th this general background of light treat
ment, we will look Closely at the way Seurat,Cezanne,

Van Gogh, and Gauguin broke away from impressionist
light treatment as Been in Monet.

29.

Canaday,p.188

30.
Philip Beam,Language of Art,p.248

31.
The Aesthetic Toeories of French Artists 1855 to
the Pre2ent,p.23.
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CHAPTER

Georges Beurat:

TWO

NEO-IMPRESSIONISM

Georges Seurat (1959-1891) reacted against the
Impressionist's vaue forms and against their apparently
hap-hazard compositions. He was not willing to be faith
ful to the momentary observation. Seurat was intent on
~ulling

together again the disintegrating forme of im

presslonl8ID, redefinins their boundaries and solidifying
the masses that had become ambiguous 1n their fusion with
1.
light and alr~ S~at, like many of the 1~pressioni8~
studied the writings of Chevreul and Ogdan Rood on the
science of color contrasts. "He was too much in love with
scientific research not to want to generalize the laws of
harmony and color in precise formulas applicable to the
2

visual arts."/Seurat, by any comparison, was the most
systematic in his painting.
Beurat hae been termed a neo-impressionist. He did not
reject the main enda of

impressioni8~

rather he rejected the

means to those ends. The ends are the same:llght and color.
1.

Canaday,p.328
2.

~ohn Reweld, Georges Seurat,(NY.1943), Wittenbom and
Company, p.6.
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The technique of the impressionist is instknctive and in
stantaneous where that of the neo-impressionist 1s delib
erate and constant. liThe important thing for a neo-impress
lonist is that a work of art is a synthesis of the color
3
values composing the canvas." Seurat said that if we ad
mit the duration of luminous impressions on the retina,
synthesia iwposes itself as a result. The means for ex
pression is the

opt~c

mixture of taBes and colors, that

i8, the mixtures of lights and their reactions (shadows)
following the laws of contrast, diminution, and lrradia
tion. t1

4

Paul Slgnac in his D'Eugene Delacrolx an neo-lmprees
lonnisme says that

~

neo-impressionist has developed the

technique called divisionism in e2ploying the optic mixture
of tones and colors. They have used thi B manne.r o.f painting
because by ueing it they can obtain greater lum1nolsity
5
than by any other means. Before analyzing a s:"'eclflc ,",ark
by Seurat for light treatment. it might be interesting to
refer to two small paintings done by the author. These
paintincs attempt to illustrate just how much more luminosity
can be attained by ueing the divisionist technique. The
author bad painted one in the

divisio~18t

technique, the

other with the paint applied flatly, the color blended on

3.

Charles Gauss,Aesthetic Theories,p.24

4.
Gauss,p.25.

5.

Gauss,p.27
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canvas. The same scene 1s used in both paintings and

the colors (seen at a distance) were made as similar es
possible. We certainly must agree that there is more
luminosity created by Seurat'a technlque. This results
from the vibration or contrast between the many

ju)~tapo8ted

dots of color which when seen at a distance are optically
mixed.

This technique of juxtaposed dots of color has been

called upo1ntillism". This really 1s a misno](mer. The De.
impressionist did not "pointille" but divided, e;:nploylng
the little daube of color because of
80

t~le

necessi ty of doing

from scientific principle. "Divisionism asstmes them

luminous colorful,harmoneous effects through:the optic mix
ture of pigments; the separation of diverse elements, color,
form,llght and their reactionsj the equilibrium of these
elements and their proportion (according to the laws of con
traet,dlmlnution, and irradiation); the choice of touch
6
proportional to the dimension of the picture." DivisionisID
is merely the separation (division) of color into its com
ponents (l.e.),blue into yellow and green as Bhown 1n the
author's painting mentioned above). "The basis of dlvision
ism is contrast, and is not contrast art itself?" asks Signac.
Tne sensory aspect of light is for the neo-impressionist
as well as for the impressionist the fundamental aspect of
nature. The impressionist was, to a great extent, willing to
depict this aspect of nature as he saw it at a glance. The
new-impressionist proceeds from the vision of nature to the

6.
Gauss, p. 27
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traditional rules of art itself. The artist arranges what
he sees, minlpulates his vision into controlled color arrang
ements and into a desirable compoait10n. So much space has
been spent on the neo-impressionist technique because it ie
this technique which allowed Seurat to create the light he
did.
"A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grand Jatte"

sum..m.arizes Seurat'g aesthetic. The artist made a great
number of drawings and sketches 1n oila as studies for "La.
8
Grand. Jatte ll • Such careful preliminary work was a change
from the spontaneous expression of the sensations of the
impressionist painters.

",';e

are struck, when we look at liLa.

Grande Jatte," by the clarity of the forms, even of those
deep 1n the picture apace. The contours of

t~e

figures have

been simplified to silhouettes in accord with their basic
geometric eqUivalent, modified
tlvenesB as pure design.
for the most

e~qu1s1te

80

as to increase their effect

Unlike Monet,Seurat's taste was

precision of contour.

9

The cany-as is full of vibrating light and its reactions
(shadow).

8.
9.

When liLa Grande Jatte tt 1s Viewed at the proper

Rewald,Seurat,p.20

Canad ay,P.329
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distance, such that optical mixture of color takes place,
the li~ht created seems to adhere to naturels laws. Those
areas in shadow are made up mostly of strokes rendering the
local value of the grass; others, orgngg-t1nted and thinly
scattered, express the hardly felt action of the sun; bits
of purple introduce the complement to green; and a pale
blue thinkly scattered hints at atmospheric effect. The
very warm areas in sun light are

n~de

up of pale green and

orange. The sunlit area adjacent to the foreground shadow
is lighter next to the shadow-edge to better define the
difference, by increasing the contrast between the two,there
by makin3 the illusion of strong light greater.

The light

source 1s orange tinted as indicated by the addition of
orange daubs to the grass and other objects e
In liLa Grande Jatte"the treatment of ll5ht 1s very im
portant to the composition. The narrow shapes of the shadow
areas are important horizontal elements 1n the

com~os1tlon.

They serve to mark off the distance into the picture space
by breaking up the uniform hue of the grass into alternating
light and shadow. These alternating light and shadow areas
perpendioular to the man: vertical forms(the tree trunks and
many of the people) give the static stable feeling we get
from the surface pattern and from the composition as a whole.
(The author's painting in divislonism illustrates this use
of alternating light and shadow as horizontal elements both

42.
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in the composition of depth and of the picture plane.)
Although Seuratls figures exist more as silhouettes
than as full solid forms. light plays an eBsential part
in expressing what solidity that does exist.

It is be

cause light is used thusly that the forms which are in
direct sunlight have more solidity than those which ex
ist in shadow.

This is particularly noticable with the

figures in the middle distance of the picture space.
Not only do the figures 1n light have more three
demensional form. but they also have more color contrast
and therefore reacte more strongly with the background
and have a tendency to read on the surface.

Seurat

carefully limits the color contrasts of the figures which
exist in shadow (1n the foreground).

The purples a~d dark

blues of the shadow are juxtaposed with the local color of
the forms. These dots of blu6,purple and green can be found
intermingled even with those tints which make up the flesh
tones.

The black dog 1n the foregound is shot through with

these same greens and blues of the grass.
illusion that the figures really are in a

This creates the
s~2dow

which en

velopes the air around them and not merely situated in a
dark patch of grass. The figures in the shadow dabbed with
the blues anG sreens, and the area of the shadow itself.
tend to recede by the nature of cool tones to recede. The
warm tones of the middle distance and the figures occupying
the eame (plus the greater contrast of color in this region)

Gow

tend to come forward.

A tension is created between this

foreground area which tends to recede and the middle dis
tance, and the far distance in light,which tends to come
forward.

This tension gives the painting a Vitality which

augments the vibrant light. The green shadow areas on the
ground lighten very slightly as they appear farther in the
picture space.

The green shadow areas of the foliage 1n

the middle distance are darker than the foreground greens
and tend to seek the surface.

The decrease of the pointille

effect in the follage helps keep these trees in the picture
space.
Light ls, by its consistent treatment and direction,a
unifying element in liLa Grande Jattell.Seurat has the light
coming from the upper left.

Light to shadow modeling is

conslstent--the shadow side being to the right.

The picture

depth 1s unified by the alternating light and shadow planes,
by the pattern of light.
liLa Grande Jatte" demonstrates his com~)letely worked-

out technique.

Three years prior to painting this he paint

ed the "Stone Breakers" using large sweeping strokes. This
work was extremely luminous. Great masses of light and
10
sha.dow express the subj ect.
T:-.i B work is .lliuch more charact
eristic of impressionism than of his developed technique.
The Vision seems more instantaneous.

Seurat applied strokes

on top of one another without blending them much as Monet
did.
10.

The div1s1onlst technique 1s not used in this work

Re,...ald ,p. 8
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although juxtaposed color(to be optically mixed
i8.

t~

a degree)

The shadow areas are blue and green with sallie purple.

The luminosity of this painting 1s achieved through sharp
contrasts of the shadow areas and the areas in light. SOIDe
purple has been sparsely placed on these warm hues (areas
in light) which by contrast makes the warm tones appear
even warmer.

The shadow cast by the wheel barrel is green

with purple and is surrounded by areas in light.

Simultan

eoua contrast makes the shado\'T area a.ppear darker thereby
intensifying the sense of bright light on the surrounding
gDQund.

The figure is not forced into

geo~8tric

equivalent as

in later works, nor are the cofttDtlre as definite as in liLa
Grande Jatte ll •

Light does serve to express depth in the

"Stone Breakers ll •

The left foreground is in sha.dow; the

middle distance is in light; the farthest distance 1s in
half-light going into dark blue shadow.

This alternation

of light and shadow in parallel planes to the picture plane
leads us into the picture space.
liThe Circuellwaa painted in 1981 and
work.

~·ra.s

Seura t

t

8

last

liThe Circus i8 an odd picture, with its thln,rather

stringy forms and its immobility. which denies the theor
ltlcally lively action of its subject. 1I
11.

Canaday.p.334

11

Looking at this

last work of Seurat's the limitations of dlvieionlsm or
pointillism become obvious.

To use a technique which is

as painstaking and slow as is Seurat l 8 divls10nism on a
8ubject

whic~

needs freedom,action and motion seems to be

attempting the impossible.

In this case the results indi

cate that it was imposs1ble.

The technique lent itself

80

well to creating a static permanence to the scene in liLa
Grand Jatte. 1I

Theoretica.lly, lithe lines swirl in the right

way to express action in tIThe Circus. II

Theoretically, the

silhouette of the rider's skirt should express gaiety by
its upward movement above the horizontal.

The colors are

reds, oranges, and yellows which are, in Seurat1s codefica
tlon of rules, expressive of action and gaiety.

All these

"theoreti oallye II don I t \'lork because of the technique i teelf.
liThe Circue" has an indoor setting of limited space,
instead of an outdoor one with deep space.

The illusion of

artificial light rather than daylight becomes the artiste
problem.

Action instead of static permanence is the mood.

As a demonstration of hie technique "The Circus ll 1s success
ful, but as a picture which speaks for itself it is a fail

ure.

liLa. Gande Jatte ll must remain Seuratls great master

piece, his primary

Btate~ent

position, and technique.

His

of his theory on light,com
li~ht

basically was that of

the impressionists as indicated clearly in the IIStone Breakers. 1t
To this he added careful co p2sing, and solidly defined forms
which were modeled in light not disintegrated by it.

He

ref~sed

to approach his subject matter with spontaneity.

or as seen in a

mo=e~t

in time.

He gave the observer a

balanced composition filled with well-defined contours of
all objects; and by his divisionist technique, he gave the
observer the illusion of vibrant light.
The neo-impressionist and impressionist needed art
istic sensibility but their painting was, to a great ex
tent, scientifically orientated.

GoW'

CHAPTER THREE

Paul C'zanne:

His Development

Some artists were bound to reject the "scientific"
painting of the impressionists and neo-impressionists.

'"
Paul Cezanne
was not a studio theorist and insisted that
the painter's first allegiance was to his subject.

He

must work in the presence of his subject. He denied any
connection between science and art.

He probed, instead,

the relation between art and the natural world. "I have
tried to find the geological sUbstructure,1I was how he
1

./

put it. Cezanne denies that the visual sensations are
primarily of the luminous surface of bodies.

He maln

tains that we perceive receding planes by means of light
and color.

./

The painter,Cezanne believed,should be con
2
/
cerned with depth, the plasticity of nature. Cezanne

wanted to "make of impressionism something solid and
durable."
The impressionists, in breaking their colors and
applying the multiple tints in indiVidual strokes slde
by side, conceived of color as a manifestation of light,
3 /
and specific kinds of light. Cezanne was a contemporary of
1.

2.

3.

Maurice Raynal,The Hlstorv of Modern Paintln from
Baudelaire to Bonnard,trans. by Stuart Gilbert, Geneva,
8witzerla~d 1949),Second edition,Albert Sk1ra,p.46
CharleB GauBs,Aesthetic Theor1es,p.45.

John Canaday,p.341
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the Impressionists and from 1872-1877 he was painting as
an impressionist.

He soon became dissatisfied with what

they were doing; thuB."turning hie back resolutely on
Impressionism (of which he retained little but a few
aesthetic pointers), he set out methodically to ascertain
in the scene before him-Nature at her

~OBt

candid J and de

4

nuded-not how it was. but how it act&d. t1 It was for him to
detect in nature her essential organic structure.
slent effects of impressionism are rejected.

The tran

In the world

Cezanne paints there is no time of day-no early morning.no
noon, no early evening. There are no " effects ll of season
5
or weather. His forms exist in a uniform and enduring light
that impregnates and reveals.

C8~annels light does not flow

over objects or consume them.

His light is a pervasive

light, integral to the canvas;
6
every stroke of color."

lI

i t 1s 'p8.1nted in l with

The broken color of impressionism which when optically
mixed creates a Vibrating light in air did not interest
/
Cezanne.

\Vhat did interest him was the use of impression

ismls strokes of varying color to express form.

The optical

tendency of warm colors to advance and of cool colors to

4.

5.

~~ur1ce

Raynal,HiBtory of Modern PaintinB.p.47

CanadaYJP.341

6.
Canaday.p.341

./

recede is the basis of Cezanne's color modelling.

The

object being painted might consist of many small planes of

An apple might be changed into a roundish

different colors.

form of facetlike planes which mig.t go from purple to green
from green to red, from red to orange, from orange to yellow
7
as one plan succeeded another.
Let us look at Cezanne's developement and how his
light treatment changed.
confusion, and groping.

C/zanne's first period 1s one of
As indicated by the

til/JAn

in a Blue

Cap (Uncle Domlnlo) painted in 1865-61 Cezanne's early work
is impetuously stated in a strong but dark and oppressive
manner. Other works such as the "Autopsyll. the "Lazarus ll ,
or the "AssaBsinatlon tl illustrate this early period also.
In the "Lazarusll we sense something of the spiritual
fe~our

in Which 1t was conceived.

a full impasto with giant sweeps of
brush.

The paint is laid on in
~

large,heavl1y-loaded

The color 1s intensely personal with black and

white predominate.
scarcely toned.

The black often a dead black, the white

The nude figures are entirely in this men

acing Ilgrisal1le ll , a.gainst which the vermilion touches clash.
8
Pale sky-blue and green complete this unusual color chord.

7.
8.

Cana.day p.341
Roger Fry,Cezanne. A Study of his Development, (NY 1958),
The Noonday Press.p.15
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It 1s the exact opposite of the complex color scheme of
infinitely gradated color associated with CeZanne's later
work.

The very strong chiaroscuro effect and the lack of

half-lights give an impression of strong light like that
found in Manet IS "01ympia ".
souring.

The

ShadO'tlS

are deep and ob-

There is eome Bense of directed light coming

from the left side of the painting. Because the value or
brightness of the figures is way above the other areae in
the painting, the figures seem to glow in strong light.
,/

Cezanne see s to be interested 1n

creati~

a dramatic effectT

tle attempt to convey by the shock of theee masses of un
broken color-the tragic emotion at which he aimed.
These earller works "were all conceived fro;!; the data
of the inner vision; they were tne result of C/zanne's in
-9
vention rather than his direct observation of nature.
The years 1873 and 1874 were of greatest importance
for the development of C~annel8 artistic personality. He
ca~e

into contact with Pis8arro and became in effect
10
apprentice to him.
During this period of association
Cezanne painted the picture of "Auvers".

mhls impres8

ionietic work describes a road going diagonally back into

9.

Roger Fry, Cezanne p.18
10.
Roger Fry,Cezanne,p.34

the picture epace from the center right to the left.

The

The road is bordered by a clump of three trees and a house.
A woman and a child walk on the road.

In the background

center there are some seven houses, and a few trees and
bushes.

It 1s executed so entirely in Plsssro's Impress

ionist manner as to be almost mistakable

~or

a picture by

The difference is essential for although C.ezanne may

him.

be obedient to Impressionist doctrine he remains more self
11
determined, more positive than his master. His color sense
prevails above all and the summary synthesis of his earlier
color is abandoned.

He enters into all the complexities

revealed by nature.

liThe smallest face of stone wall be

for his analytic and searching gaze, of unspeakable
12
richness. II The grey of the wall contains tints tending to
c~me8,

ward vlo1et,towards blue-green and blue, and with hints to
wards yellows and oranges. A brighter light falls on the
road, contrasting strongly with the clump of trees on the
left.

The two figures cast long shadows towards the picture

plane indicating that the light source 1s

fro~

the back left.

liThe House of the Hanged Man"(1873-l874) is another
standard example of his impressionism.
11.

Fry,p.36

12.

Fry,p.36

It is much more
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concerned with rendering the objects than with rendering
the li5ht effects themselves.

It has the heightened color

instead of the earlier blacks and browns, and hie applica
tion isn't so broad as in his earlier works.
As has been mentioned above Paul Cezanne did not stay
with impressionis.

Light was not to be his subject matter.

He wanted the solidity,depth,structure,or,ln general, the
underlying organization of the visual world.

In a letter

to Emile Bernard, he says of light: IlAn optic sensation is
produced in our visual organ

i ....

hich makes us clasB by light,

half-tone or quarter-tone, the planes represented by colored
13
sensations, (light does not exist, therefore, for the painter).1l
Light then is the means of the artist to see planes (structure)
1n nature.
The Third period of his development extends from 1878

1887.

It 1s during this period that he matures as an orig

inal a.rtist.

14

In this period of "adolescence",

80

to speak,

Cezanne turned to still-lifes for subject matter. It wasn't
that he rejected nature as source material but that only
still-lifes allowed him sufficient time,admitted all the
delays which were necessary for him to seek aut his idea.
13.

14.

P.Cezanne.Letters,ed.John Rewald,(London,1941),Bruno
Cassirer,letter to Bernard,lO-23-'04 pp 276-277

John Canaday,Ma1nstrea~B,p.350
lS.Roger Fry.CezanneLPl39

15
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Using fruit he Bought to trace the Unotion that changes of
color correspond to movements of planes throughout all the
diverse modifications which changes of local color introduc
16
ed into the observed resulta.nt. 1I
"Still-11fe"(Boston Museum) will serve for our analysis.
It consists of some ten fruite(oranges,apples.and lemons)
in or near a white dish, in back of which is a jug.

These

are set on a round table with a dark blue cloth.

sense

light in

t~is

canvas.

~e

The nearest orange has an off-white

highlight on its center, concentric to this is a yelloworange spreading outward, then a orange-red and an area of
green-yellow near the outer edge.

The yellow-orange being

brighter and warmer advances in front of the orange-red, the
high-light in front of the yellow-orange.

Thus the sphere

is modeled from dark(the edges) to 11ght(the center) in
colors which by their relative warmth advance different
amounts thereby expressing the Bolid form.

Light falling

on this form appears to be the cause of these different
colors.

The modeling, unlike that of Vermeer or

~mnet,

doss not proceed from a more neutral lower value to a more
intense higher value.

In fact, often the lower value color

at the edges of Cezanne's forms are more intense than the
higher value color-such is the case in the described orange

16.
Fry,p.39

of the "Still-life."

Having a more intense color at the

edges denies the action of real light on the sphere, and
tends to create an over-all surface pattern of color,
leaving the rendering of the eolid solely to hue change.
There is a shadow cast in the dish by the orange we have
been discussing, further implying a light source.

Although

Cezanne does imply light we must constantly come back to
his statement that 11ght,half-tone or quarter-tone make
class the planes represented.

UB

His concern is representing

planes not representing light, and to insure that these
planes are discernible he Willingly outlines contours to
separate one plane from another in back of it.

Our orange

has a broken outline of red-orange to separate it from the
lemon and other oranges 1n back of it.
The gray jug in back of the dish of fruit has a high
light similar to the foreground fruit.

The gray has tints

of rose, yellow ochre, red-orange and violet in it as if
some of the color from the fruit was reflected off the sur
face of the jug.

The background drape too has a lighter

area below the diagonal fold, and 1s also ahot through With
rose, blues, violets, and greens.

It would be impossible for

these tones to be attributed to reflectance and it must be
assumed that they are merely used to tie in the color Bcheme
and to liven what would otherwise be a IIdeadll area. Such
arbitrary insertion of color would be out of the question

Gow.
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for Vermeer or anyone else using light as the basia of the
treatment of object matter,but for Cezanne it was mandatory.
ilL I Estaque and the Bay of

~·!arseilleaII

(1883) is represent

ative of the landscapes done dur·ing this same period of dev
elopment.

There is a tremendous sense of organization in

Cezanne's "trAnsmutation" of the subject matter (in this
case,water,skY,foliage,small architectural forms-all except
the last are elements favored by the impressionists). Be
sides the houses and factories being architectural forms
the entire landscape is treated as having architectural
structure.
In a letter to Emile Bernard, Ce;,anne says to "trea.t
nature by the cylinder,sphere, and the cone; the whole
placed in perspective, let each side of an object or a
plane be directed toward a central point.

Lines parallel

to the horizon give extent ••••• Llnes perpendicular to this
horizon give depth.

Indeed, nature for men is more a thing

of depth than of surface,whence comes the necessity of io
troducing in our vibrations of light,represented by the reds
and the yellows, a sufficient sum of blues for the air to
17
/
In bis process of simplification, Cezanne paints
be felt. 1I
volumes not houses, planes and not walls.

Such being the

case the interest must 11e in created abstractions, not in

17.

_
P.Cezanne,Letters, to Bernard 4-l5-04,p,259.
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imitated picturesqueness.
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18

Paul Cezanne placed forms in a perspective expressed
by color instead of vanishing points.

liThe prlnlcple under

which the artist orders his perceptions is recession from
the eye. Tron this he perceives bolumes 1n depth, over

19

lap_lng planes, and the blue effect of aerial perspectlv-e. II
In ilL t Estaque and the Bay of ¥.tarseillee" the recession into
the picture epace 1s by parallel to the picture plane re
cession, with overlapping to distinguish separate planes •.
./

These means do not imply that Cezanne wanted to create the
illusion of distance in this or other works.
seems to be a limiting of space.

There instead

The bay and the mountains

on the far side tend to come to the surface, the bay because
of its large area of relatively flat color, the mountains
beoause
of their size and modeling.
,
The light treatment has changed.
ShadO\'lS,

and

~he

High-lights and cast

for the most part, have been eliminated in ilL' Estaque

Bay of

~~r8eilles".

The light is more a pervasive

light emanating from within the object matter than directed
/

light acting on the surface. Cezanne is not trying to create
the effects

~f

light.

colors (reds and

He does represent light through the

yello'~8).

Similarly the atmospheric effect

(scattering) is represented by strokes of blue (on the distant
19.

Charles Gauss,Aesthetic Theories,p.46
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mountains, and wooded areas).

There is a fairly consistent

modeling of the buildings, with the darker side facing the
observer.

We

ml~~t

read this as being caused by a directed

light from the right because of one cast shadow on the near
est most roof.

However. if this was a directed light whose

reactions were carefully observed, the sides of the roofs
facing the observer would likewise be darker.

They are not.

indicating a stress on expressing solidity and not on ex
pressing light per sea

If light was consistent and directed

the flat area of water would be broken into many more facet
like planes of

ll~~ter

color.

The mountains further express

an interest in structure and solidity.

For if light was

striking the mountains, we would find more intense, higher
value hues on the light receiving side.
The fact that the darker values mostly appear on the
same side of the object matter, is unifying in effect.
Cezanne obeerved directed lizht striking the scene before
him, but he did not desire to create the illusion of real
light (as did Vermeer or the impressionists).
In Cezanne's final period (1886-1906), we find forms
approaching complete abstraction.

Space is further com

pressed until finally his canvases read as color-planes
interact1ng on the surface. "Fields,mountains, and sky are
concentrated into the shallowest depth compatible With the

~.
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lnterlockine crystallization of vivid blue,green, and
20
orange planes. 1I
The forms exist as color-planes only
1It-lont Sainte-Victoire from Les ,Lauves ll (1904) and IlLe
Caba.non de Jourdan ll (1906) are good examples.

In IIL e

/

Cabanon de Jourdanll,(Cezanne's last painting) we see a

sky of intense blue which seeks the surrace.

The same

blue appears in the doorway and 1s scattered among broad
green patches which must be trees.

Orange patches of

various shades make up the cabin and path.

Dabs of this

Bame orange are placed next to the green of the trees,
further stating the picture plane.

In these last works the light is pervasive.

It is a

quality of the color-planes, an integral part, not re
acting on the color but the color itself.
Paul Ctzanne's light treatment began

8.S

a strong

chiaroscuro effect in his earliest work, then went through
a period of pure impressionist treatment in his second
stage of development.
press form in his third
and shadow.

In stressing color modeling to ex
/

stage,Cez~~e subordln~ted

light

Finally, 1n his last works color and light be

come one and the same thing with no light effects other than
overall intensity.
20.

Canaday p.355

The author has painted a landscape in the style of
/

Cezanne.

It attempts to illustrate his light treatment in

the seventies and early eighties.

For later comparison the

scene was taken from a Gauguin landscape.

The oranges and

yellows used in the foreground are the same in the

~lddle

distance tending to flatten the space. Enough blues are
left along the contour and middle of the mountain to express
the atmosphere.

The forms are modeled.

What depth there

is 1s expresse0 through parallel plane recession into the
picture space.

The 11

t is pervasive.
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CHAPTER

Paul Gauguin:

FOUR

THE SYNTHETIC STYLE

Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) developed his style fairly

quickly once he had decided on painting as a oereer.

Like

/

Cezanne. Paul Gauguin toyed with impressionism under
lssarro's gUidance, realy in his career.
Gauguin rejected it.

He had theorized a great deal about

what his art should do.

For him. creation is the consequen

ce of thought not of a momentary vision.
ideal!

beoa~e

/

Also like Cezanne,

hie motive of art instead of

So, by 1885 lithe
reproduoin~

vi8

I

ible appearances of nature.
liThe Impressionists study colour exclusively but with
out freedom, always shackled by the need of probability •..••
They heed only the eye and neglect the mysterious centres
.

2

of thought, so falling into merely scientific reasoning."
Gauguin wanted the " right to dare everything in art in the
na=e of the spirit.

The absolute and legitimate comlnation

of thought upon nature, and the need of the artist to ex

3

press thought by artistic means, equivalent to nature's own"
1.
2.

3.

Rene'Huyghe, Gauguin,(NY,1959), Cro,;n Publlshers,Inc.p.39
The Lett~rB of Paul Gauguin to Georgesdan1el de ~~onfreld.
tran. Ruth Pel1kovo,(N.Y.1922), Dod, Mead and Company,p.17
Letters of Paul Gauguin p.19

E1.
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Not to have this freedom to paint as one wishes is not to
be an artist.
Gauguin Bought to translate 11

t (sunlight) into

color by simplifying and exaggerating the contrast of colors.
He began to realize one cannot reproduce natural decomposi
tion of color as attempted by Pissarro and the other ImpresB
4
lonists. He observed that the Japanese, who were admirable
draftsmen, drew life outdoors and in the sun without shadows,
color being used only as a combination of tones,lnto a har
monious color chord.

Gauguln said he wanted to

'I

avo ls e.s

much as possible that which conveys the illusion of a thing,
and as shadow 1s the 'trompe 110el1 1 of the sun, (he was) in
S
clined to suppress it."
Gauguin stated his ideas in 1888 in a canvas called
liThe Vision after the Sermon-Baeob Wrestling with the Angel."
Painted in Pont-aven, it shows a group of Breton women in
regional costume watching Jacob wrestle the Angel in a field
of solid bright red.

The unreality of the red field estab

llshes a supernatural quality.

The women seem to look at

the scene literally as a struggle between man and the angel.
The women's bonnets are almost flat silhouettes stressing
their decorative shapes.

In contrast with the flatness of

the bonnets and of the robes, the womenls faces are modeled.

4.

5·

John Gould Fletche:r,Paul Gauguin: Hie Life and Art, (N. Y .:::..,
l~;!),»~~li~t&B L. Brown,p.87
John Rewald,Gauguin,(London 1949), The Hyperion Press,
p.14
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The two foreground figures on the left show the effects of
directed light.

The effects are not consistent, however.

In fact t light affects each face which we see in a different
manner.

The lower left figure1s face indicates the light

most strongly.

The edge between light and shadow on her

forehead is sharp but diffused on her nose.
between light and

shadO~l

The contrast

is greatest on this figure which

balances the larger off-white areas of the

over-Iap~ing

bonnets in the foreground,off center to the right.

The

woman off-center on the left has a very soft diffused white
light on her forehead and on her cheek-bone.
This apparently arbitrary treatment of directed
light indicates a concern not for reproducing real light
effects, but rather for minipulating light as an

ele~~ent

by which to create balance in the composition,equal surface
attraction over-all.
~

small cow, out of scale, appears in the upper left

quarter to maintain balance.

The trunk of the tree cuts

diagonally across the composition separating ·the Biblical
struggle from the Breton spectators.
Gauguin insists, in this work, on the right of the
artist to effect an entirely arbitrary arrangement of nature,
as indicated by the diverse light striking the figures, the
reduction of forms to their escentlal outlines

~7hlch

may

just as well as not be distorted or pushed for compositional

c.
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reasons. and by the elimination of modeline within these
6
outlines (particularly m.odeling by shadowe!). The uVi sion"
is characterized by decorative rhythm and

By~bolic

harmony.

During this period at Pon-Aven Gauguin painted the
"YellO\"I Christ", the IlBreton Calvary", and the "Bonjour
!t~onsi eur

Gauguin ".

t1These works signalise themselves by

the boldness of their conception, the unexpected make-up.
the naRed brutality of the forms, the radical simplifica
tion of drawing, the brilliance of the pure and bright
colours which Violently harmonize, the ornamental character
of the composition, and the wilful flatness of the Planes.7.
Gauguin was the center of a group of painters who
called their manner of paintln

,'11 th heightened color,

flattened form and heavy boundary lines, "S yn thetlam ll • He
had studied stain glass windows of the 13th century and
wanted to translate the effect of sunlight into luminous
color much as the stained glass colors appeared with the
8
light shining through. He treated landscape as a synthe
sis, a decorative whole not as exercise in analysis of
atmospheric vibration.

By instinct he discovered, as

,/

Cezanne had already discovered, that the sensation of
light could not be painted. could only be rendered in color.

6.
John Canaday.

7.
8.

~lnstream8

of Modern Art, p.380

Rewald, G&uguln, p.17.
Fletcher, Paul Gauguin, p.89

~.
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Gauguin wes always looking for new sensations and
inside he felt that he could paint with complete freedom
only if he retired from the so-called civilized world.
he went to Tahiti to paint.

So

In IINoa-Noa" he wrote: liThe

landscape with lts'pure and ardent colours dazzled and
blinded me.

It was so simple after all to paint as I saw,

to put a red, a blue on my canvas without ao many calcula
tions!

Golden forms in brooks enchanted me.

Why should I

hesitate to make all this gold and all this joy of the sun
flow on my canvas?

Old European routine, timidities of

expression of degeners.te ra.cesl •.••.•• 11

9

GaugUin believed that he could recover manls primitive
na.ture by leading a primitive life in Tahiti.

This yearn

ing to return to a "natural state ll is the stuff of all
10
prlmitivisillS.
One who is a primitive in life is better
able to be a primitivist in art.
correspond to

t~e

e~otlons

The works of art will

and joys he experiences.

Gauguin the work of art was also the symbol of his
emotion:

r1T~·~e

For
Otvn

work of art for him who can aee 1 s a mirror

wherein is reflected the state of soul of the artlet. u

11

There 1s an expression (the music of the picture)
resulting from the particular arrangement of colors, lights
and shadows.

Even eefore knowing what the picture

9 ..

Rewald t G&u5u1n tp.2l
10.
Charle8 Gauss,Aesthetic Theories t p .. 54.
11.
GauBs,Aesthetic Theorie8 t p.54

repre~
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sents •••• we are frequently seized by this magic accord ••.•
This emotion addresses itself to the most intimate part of

In art color symbolizes this interior emotion;

of the soul.

nOolor , being an enigmatic thing in the sensation it gives
us, can logically only be used enigmatically, every time
it is employed, not for drawing but for giving the musical
sensations which proceed out of its own nature, its own
interior, mysterious, enig:natic force.

1I

To Gauguin the

work of art and the feelings of the artist are both ex
pres8ions of a common center.

For Gauguin then, true art

is not a technical tour de force but a symbol of the state
of the artist's soul and is subsequently able to or even
12
forced to go beyond science.
Let

UB

look at some fa

Gau~in'8

paintings.

"Tahitian

Women Bathing"(1892-93) illustrates very clearly Gauguin's
style at its extreme simplicity.

From the broken brushwork

of Seurat and even Cezanne. we find GaugUin applying color
smoothly and unvary1ngly to a definite area of canvas,much
lIke a block print in its effect.
or is his result.

A

surface pattern of

001

There is no modeling to speak of at all.

The light 1s pervasive, a quality of the pigment.
are no high-lights or shadows.

There

The standing figure just

left of center has her back to the observer and 18 clutch
ing her

darl~

12.

Gau58.p.56

blue hair with her left hand.

Her flesh tone
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1s uniform throughout and her contours are outlined much
as if it was a thin leading between pieces of a stained
glass window.

A flat area of red with a flat yellow

design represents a skirt on which the rigure is half
standing.

The contrast of this red area

ing area of its

complellie~tary

wit~

the surround

color, grBen, 1s vivid. To

the right of the standing figure, another native in a dark
blue,off-white patterned skirt sits on the Srass.
i

~xtend-

g diagonally through the canvas, the green is divided by

a fairly Hide inlet of water.

are reduced to "Thi te strokes

The ripples of the 'iTS.tel'
~','?11 cb

serve as a pe. t tern sim

ilar to and balancing that of the blue-white patterned
skirt of the seated native.

The green of the grass in the

upper left quarter is lighter and more yellow asserting the
surface of the canvas.

The third figure 1s shoulder deep

in the water at the left.
Each area in the composition has its own luminosity
value

whlc~

1s relative to the size of the area, and is

assigned ita value such that the composition is a surface
pattern of color of equal attraction throughout.
of l'

t

The amount

"brushed-into tl the particular colored area. is

governed not by the visual effect of light on its surface.
but by the need of the particular area for brightness so as
to hold its own in the surface pattern.
The amount of modeling i8 governed also by

t~e

need of

the colored areas to

m~tain

equal attraction. A large

area. Buch as the blue area at the top of this canvas, if
left flat might be too strong relative to the other

~reas.

Gauguin breaks up the area with limited modeling-just
enough such that the attraction towards the area 1s equal

In the blue area mentioned, he has brushed in

to others.

a few dark,neutral blue ripples to Bubdue,the area.
excellent example of Gauguin's relative mode11n

An

can be

found in hi s "Breton Land scape J The !-!ill. II (1894) •
IIFatata te :·atl l1 (189l) conslsts of a horizontal tree
trunk which divides the composition, top and bottom. Be
hind the trunk three f1gures contrast against a dark blue
sea.

Below the tree trunk 1s an area which seems to be the

trunk's cast shadow.

This shadow is certainly not realistic

for ita shape does not follow the contour of the trunk at
all. Its shape 1s eignificant by itself as a unique shape.
Light treatment is arbitrary for Gauguin.

He puts lighter

areas where they are needed in the composition.

Relative

to the intensity of colored areas 1s the desire for a sur
face pattern of lights and darks.
ground 1s

illillQl~ated

The figure in the middle

more than the foreground figure.

A

teneion is thereby created between the brighter figure's
place in

de_~·th

the surface.
pleces the

a!1d the tendency of the figure to read on

Realistic

~btense

li~ht

is further denied when Gauguin

red-orange blossoms against the tree

trunk which 1s in shadow.

Such other contrasts such as the
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white blossoms against the dark sea stress the pattern of
equal 6urface attraction.
The author has painted a copy of a " sslf-portrait
with a hat" which by Gauguin's abstraction of light effects
shows his use of light for compositional purposes.

The band

of light yellow 1n the upper left half of the picture 1s
needed to balance the wall painting.

The hlghelights on

the face have been abstracted into lighter shapss and areas.

Note alao the author's copy of "Ta!1itian
Gauguin.

ountain's by

When oompared with the Cezanne-like interpreta

tion of the eame scene, we can quickly notice the flatneS8
of Gauguin I a color areas.

The Ilbruahed-in" light of the

Gauguin 1s quite different from the color modeling of
Cezanne.

Gauguin's free use of color as symbol not as re

presentation of nature shows vividly in the red-orange
mountains" etc •.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Van Gogh: EXPRESSIONISM
Vincent Van Gogh took
twenty-seven years old.

up

pa1nting 1n1880 when he

wa~

IIHe entered this ne'"1 life not as

one enters a profession but as one accepts a spiritual call
lng, in fore-knowledse of self-sacrifice. 1I
Il

I

It Monet was

on l y an eye-but what an eyel ll V:an Gogh was only soul-but

what a soul!

Impressionism aimed at expresslng visual sen

sations; Van Gogh's art at the
perience.

eA~reB6ion

of emotional ex

Vincent was hypersensitive and for him Ifquite

trivial happenings had a vast, almost transcendental signi
ficance. 1f

He had a psycholoBlcal need to paint as a direct

expression of eelf, as a release of his inner emotions, as
a sort of therapeutic treatment for the smouldering unrest

that never left him. "Unstable, physically

Q~fit,

an eroto

maniac,lI Van Gogh throughout his life ll was victim of a tem
perament at the mercy of every passing impulse."

~

In 1885 Van Gogh painted the "Potato Eaters II • It ~a~r be

considered the summation of his work at Nuenen t and it aleo
expresses most strongly and fully his social and moral feel
ings. III have tried to :TIa,l-e it clear how those people, eating

1.
JO'hn Canaday, Mainstreams in Aodern Art. p .363

2.
~~urlce

Raynal,History of Modern Painting from eaudelalre

to B.oIlnard, pp • 63-4.

their potatoes under the lamplight,

h~ve

du

the earth with

those very hands they put in the dish, and so it speaks of
manual labor, and how they have honestly earned their rooA.
I

have wanted to give the impression of quite a different

way of living than that of

UB

civilized people •••• To paint

peasant-life 18 a serious thing, and I should reproach my
self if I did not try to

~ake

pictures which raise serioUS

thoughts in those who think seriously
3
llfe •.•. 11

a~o~t

art and about

The overall tone of the "Potato Eaters" is dark; the
colors are neutral; the handling is coarse.

The dismal

greens and browns of the work are as depressing as the sUb
ject itself.

The coarse brush stroke lends itself very well

to expressing the haggard figures. Light is directed from the
011 lamp over the table (at which the five peasants sit). Al
though the brightness scale of this painting is quite low to
express the drab existence of the peasants, Van Gogh has used
relative contrasts within this range which maKe a grey tone
appear quite white.

Within this low brl htness level Vincent

has created the illusion of the lamp light falling on the five
figures, on the table, etc •• Light strikes the face of the
left-most man modeling it from shadow to light pretty much as
Van Gogh must have seen it.

3.

The woman next to the right faces

Vincent van Go,gh, ed.b;r Alfred H.Barr,Jr.,1ntroductlon and
notes selected from the letters of the artist, (NY 1935),
The Museum of Modern Art,Dutch Period,para. 9,letter 404.
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the observer, the right side of her face is bathed in light,
the left side is in shadow. The light source 1s situated be
tween this woman and the man to the right thus the left side
of his face 1s in light, the right is in shadow.

The young

girl in the foreground with her back to the observer should
be in complete shadow. Vincent haa inserted a highlight on
her neck to break up the large shadow area.
The coffee cups cast shadows on the table.

The man'e
f'

right arm (on the left side of the picture) casts a shadow
on the table.

The 011 lamp is surrounded by a small glimmer

of light which

ap~ears

to be in the atmosphere, given off by

the 1a p. The treatment is quite naturalistic.
Early in 1886 Van Gogh left Holland for Paris. In Paris
he discovered impressionism, pointillism, and Japanese art.
SUddently hie palette lost it's drab greens and blues and he
took to using pure tones.

It vms at this time that he develop

ed hie symbolic use of color-color as the derivative of his
4
moods.
~nat

a glorious change we find in the color of his

portrait of

IIP~re

Gangu,y" compared with the "Potato Eaters."

The colore are vivid.

The strong dark blue of the coat in

the center is surrounded by

e~erald

greens, yellow-oranges.

Strokes and line of Vermillion are everywhere except in the
4.

Raynal,H1story of

~':odern

Paintlng,p.65

72.
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blue coat tying the background in with the foreground.

The

vermillion at the same time outlines the blue coat separating
the figure from the setting..

';lhen co"'paring this ':ii th his

earlier work,we find the adoption of impressionism's broken
color gives hi S 'l'lOr

a "life ll , an lntensi ty of ex~resslon not

present before. On the face for example Van Gogh has placed
strokes of Vermillion

o~

the shadow side of the face,dark

green on the lighted side.

The color scheme is vibrant through

out and the warmth of the verml111on,orange-yellows, and
yellows helps
back~uund

ex~ress

the warmth of Tanguy's personality.The

of Japanese prints is very gay in its coloring and

the result is a Joyous harmony of bright and deep colors. The
Japanese heads are rendered in pale flat tones falbhful to
the originals and contrasting stron31y with the multi-colored
head of pare Tanguy.
The pale yellow strokes found on the

ri~~t

side of

Tansuy's face and on his hands read aa highlights.
which seems to be strikln
his

dee~

The light

his face,however, fails to strike

blue coat with a consisten intensity although the

right side of the coat is lighter than the left. A flat area
of yellow ochre highlights his left leg.

The use of the ver

million outline tends to flatten any form defined through
modeling with light and shade. Often also those hues 1n the
ShadOKS

are more intense than those in light (an Impression

istic trait).
In ArIes in 1888, van Gogh painted liThe Night Cafe ll •

73.

Vincent judged it to be "one of the ugliest pictures I have
5
done. II
III have tried to express the terrible passions of

hu=anity by means of red

green.

~ni

The room is blood red

and dark yellow with a green billiard table in the middle;
the:ee are four lemon yellow lamps wi th a glo"l of orange and
green. Everywhere there is a clash and contrast of the most
alien reds and greens in the figures of the little sleeping
hooligans, in the empty dreary room, in violet and blue. The
blood red and the yellow green of the billiard table for 1n
stance contrast With the soft tender green of the counter on
which there 18 a nosegay in rose colour.

The White coat of

the patron, on vigil 1n a corner of this furnace, turns lemon
6
t1
ye~lhow, or pale luminous green.
"I have tried to express the
idea that the caf~\ 1s a place where one can ruin one's self,
run mad, or commit a crime.

7

Vincentia light treatment 1s
is tryinG to express.

alw~ye

governed by what he

The billiard table casts a large shadow

establishing the importance of the table to the paintln3.
lamps above cast thi B shad 0"'"

•

The

A Ii ttl e of the lamp I s yellow

has been brushed into the green table top to show the

li&~t~

oppressive warmth. Around the lamps themselves van Gogh has

5.
6.

1>.

Meyer

Sch~yiro,Vincent

van

Gogh,(~IT

1950) ,Harry N.Abrams,p.70.

Vincent van Gogh,ed. by Barr, ArIes Perlod,para.34,letter 533.
letter 534.
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concentric circles of broken color (orange and green) \'7hich
spread and fade into nothin3 a short distance from them. The
resulting glow given by the optical mixture of this orange
and green results in a color unlike that given off by any
known light source t but this does not matter.
quality of color 1s all that matters.

Expressive

This lamp 11 nt 1s

mixed with the local colors of all the objects and envelopes
the~

in a heavy warm atmosphere.
The perspective i s

exaZ:Ge~-'a ted

and pulls the observer

headlong into the picture space. This force is halted by the
broad horizontal band of the red wall.
Vincent van Gogh's last period is at Salt-Remy.

It was

during this last period that he painted what is probably his
best known work, liThe Starry Night"(1889).

This work exposes

van Gogh at one of his :'_'.ost passlonate,vehement moments.

The

transfigured night sky seems to explode in a rushing movement
from left to right.

This dynamic motion 1s achieved through

the uniform direction of the brush strokes which
ward through the
sky.

l~ndscape,

COU~8e

up

into the hills, and then into the

Van Gogh has placed a lighter area next to the hills BO

as to distinqulsh them from the sky.

The moon and the stars

are surrounded by concentric circles of p&le yellow which
mesh with the major movements.

The major movement in the sky

1s composed of dark blue and a very pale blue applied in dir
ected brush strokes.

The

sa~e

pale blue appears on the

land~

8cape affecting the illusion of light on the town.
To these active,swirling lights t the rectangular,statlon

Gow.

ary lights of the town contrast.
break to tne sky I

B

move:'.-.e~t.

75.

The cypresses act as a

The greens and bro'.ofl1s of the

trees contrast with the blues of the sky making the sky ap
pear more luminous.

Lhe pale blue of the s' J is used in the

town on the curch e.n'-:' on the other building illuding to the
reflection of the cool

11~~t

of the sky.

The moon itself has been depicted as a yellow form in
the shape of a new moon.

Being surrounded by blue, the moon.

because of optical mixture, a,?ears to have a tint of yellow
Sreen.

The celestrial

w~1rlpoolB

have white or pale blue

strokes to prevent the tone from becoming too warm and there
by from destroying the cool atmospheric effect.

Another work of this perio illustrates the use of con
centric rings of yellow and orange around the li3ht Bource
ShOl'f

1ts radiance. "Landscape wi th PIa

to

ed Flelds lt depicts

a furrowed field With the sun just over the horizon. These
concentric rin s of the SUD are carried into the hills,and
dabs of the yellow are interspersed and follo\y the direction
of the strokes of the field. By doing this Vincent has ac
hieved a senae of the field being bat'-:sd in the warm sun
light. Pale blue strokes invade the field giving a sense of
atmosphere to the work.
Van Gogh does not always choose to depict light in the
above way.

Often as in

~fueat

Fields with Cypresses. objects

retain their local color and only by the bri

tness "brushed

in" do the objects read as being in light. The brightness

"brushed in" 1s of the color of the source.

As there is no

sun visible, a very pale sky blue 1s brushed into the local
color(1.e.lnto the yellow of

t~e

wheat, the green of the

bushes). The hills in the background are blue-obeying but
exaggerating nature's appearance.
The light treatment 1s a unifying

ele~cnt

for van Gogh

for it is usually handled consistently within a given paint
ing. He makes no attempt to represent the visual mode treat
ment as did Vermeer. He does,however, observe 11sht ' a actions
on surfaces and i8 willing to represent these actions. in a
non-naturalistic manner.

Surfaces are altered by the Ii

t

source by strokes of the light source's cmlor being juxta
posed on the surface with its local color.
Light is used as a compositional element. by van Gogh.
liThe Starry Nighttl 1s a prime exa!!lple, for the primary areas
and movements in the sky are due to light treatment.

In the

IlLandscape wi th Plou~hed Fields' llg...~t 1s very definl tely a
compositional element.

This landscape has two centers; the

observers viewpoint which is indicated by the v10let furrows
converg1nln,": hurriedly and

acco!!:~an1ed

by rushing streams of

contrasted colorain the field, and the second is the sun at
the right, with ita concentric rings, reaching beyond the
horizon and the frame, and complementary to the violet tones
of the other vista and to the blue of the mountains. The two

Gow.

sche~esJ

the concentric and the convergent are in

77.

confll~t.

They are broken and varied penetrating each other in color
and line. The rivalry of the centers 1s a dynamic means of
expression and design.

The use of more yellow strokes in

the middle distance and in the yellow-green of the foreground
ties the yellow rings of the sun in the background vTith the
foreground planes.
The middle distance yellow i6 more intense than the more
closely weaved color of foreground.

The distant plane of the

field and of the mountains contains relatively little yellow,
with the farthest plane of the sun itself containinG yellow
oranges moving towards cooler

to~es

at the edges.

An alter

nation of yellowed planes is thereby set up which measures off
the picture space.

The intensity of the yellow-orange of the

sun tends to seek the picture plane creating a tension be
tween the creation of depth or space

~nd

the surface pattern

of color.
For Van Gogh the rivalry of centers probably has some
relation to human conflict, a tension between self and its
goals possibly.
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Ci-IAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION
We have looked at four major post-impressionists, each
had his own approach to nature, each had his
of light.

o~~

treatment

Each rejected to some degree the doctrine of the

impressionists, each rejected the visual mode of represent
ation.
In the introduction we asked whether color and light
were the

B~=e

thing in painting.

Ctzanne they were synonymous.

For Paul Gauguin and Paul

They both discovered that the

sensation of light could not be painted, but could only be
rendered in color.

They rejected the impressionist tech

nique of broken color as the means of portraying vibrant
light.

Gauguin rejects broken color altogether and turns to

broad areas of flatly applied color arranged in a decorative
pattern.

Cezanne tass up the technique of broken colore,

using it not to portray light, but instead to model forms
in facet-like planes of varying color, utilizing the theory
of the advancing and receding characteristics of warn end
coel tones respectively.
Instead of saying that light 1s color as dld Cezanne
and Gauguin, the impressionists might have reversed the
phrase and sa.id co,lor is I i

t.

Thi s '''auld apply to Monet

anyway for he believed that one sees light (colored light
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due to the reflectance of object surfaces) and not objects
t:lem~elves.

Any form discernible wee due to the different

colors of light reaching the retina.

Early in his develop

ment, Monet painted objects existing in light and shadow.
In this period light and color were not identical.

Objects

had local colors which were altered consistent with creating
the illusion of light acting on these local colors.

Light

could be distinguished as having certain characteristics
such as high lights, and cast shadows, the illusion of which
the artist create throuSh the use of colored pigments. These
characteristics or qualities of light vary
the weather, and the time of day.

~dth

the season,

Monet sought to capture

theBe instants of particular light as they appeared to act
on objects.

At this early and middle

sta~e

of his art,

Monet distinguished between color and light. Shadows became
BO

full of light (equal in fact to those areas in light)

that no longer could we say he wae painting colored objects
in light, but must instead say he was painting light itself.
At this point color 1s light (one and the sa e thing).
$eurat with divlslonlsm painted his canvas full of
vibrating light. Color is

11~~t

but he was unwilling to

accept the lack of form of Monet's later work.

Thus when

Seurat painted light he stressed colored light as reflected
from definite forms or surfaces.
Vermeer painted in the visual mode of representation.
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He created the illusion of ll3ht acting on forms by using
his colored pigments in such a

\ffiy

that the characteristics

of light behavior 1n nature seemingly were being obeyed
Within his canvas.

Color and light were not the same thing

because light as a physical entity was disoernible-the ill
usion of 1t was created ("Young \'foman with the Water Jug").
For Van Gogh light and color were likewise distinct. Unlike
Vermeer, Van Gogh did not paint light's qualities or charact
eristics exactly as they appeared in nature.

He was too im

petuous in his painting to observe ...1 1th Vermeer's eye, but
more important he was not concerned creating the visual im
age •. Physical light's behavior is clearly implied if not
stated. The pale sky blue strokes on the landscape and on the
town in liThe Starry Night ll imply reflected light from the
luminous sky.

Since we distinquish light behavior as separ

ate from the color, light and color are not indentlcal.
The intended purpose of a given work dictates, to a
great extent. the use of color and the treatment of light.
The purpose of a given work is a choice made by the particu
lar artist.

The four post-impressionists studied had at

least one thing in common.

They all refused to accept the

Impressionists' idea that the l'rorld must be met on its own
terms and interpreted throu h its own ap_earances.
Georg,es Seurat and Paul Cezanne found impressionism too
lacking in form.

Cezanne denied that visual sensations were

primarily of the luminous surfaces of bodies.

Light and
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color were the means under which we perceived the depth and
plasticity of nature.

Paul Cezanne soug t to paint the sub

structure of nature not its haphazard arrangement as painted
by the impressionists.

He forced an organization on nature.

Instead of painting nature as it appeared, defined by light
and shadow, he modeled forms with many varying colored planes.
He observed that warm tones had a tendency to advance and
that cool tones tended to recede. The solidity he felt in
nature could best be rendered by modeling from cool to warm
as well as from dark to light.

Cezanne saw nature not as

changing with the changes in light of different seasons,
~eather,

or different times of day, but as something stable

and permanent.

His light therefore became an

unc~anglng

light, a pervasive light which \>Ta.s IIbrushed-ln ll
color.

ri th his

...

He believed that the accurate color tone would give

simultaneously both the light and shape of the object.
Georg~SeuratJ

in reaction to impressionismts formless

ness, reduced naturels complex shapes to geometric equiva
lents.

These simplified, distinct objects were then arrang

ed in relation to each other on the canvas to achieve a static
h&r~ony

line.

of contraries and similarities of tone,color, and

Seuratts divisioniem with all its prerequisite know

ledge of color behavior and contrast made painting a scienti
fic technique which was explored at the expense of naturets
appearance.
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Paul Gauguin rejected the impressionists' adherence
to naturels appearance and tended back to the old decora
tive tradition that a picture must be a harmonious unit in
itself.

He stressed the artist's need to have the freedom

to effect an entirely arbitrary arrangement of nature.

For

GaugUin, the painting was a synthesis, a decorative whole
not an exercise in analysis of nature's appearances, or
analysis of atmospheric vibration.

The illusion of physical

light would only break up his flat pattern of harmonious
color.

Besides being used for decorative purposes, color

was the symbol of the artist's emotions.

The

arrange~ent

of color created color chords (the music of the picture)
which expressed the artist's most interior emotions.
Vincent van Gogh rejected the painting of nature'g
appearance for painting her as a means of expressing emotion
al experience-his

Olm

emotional experience.

as a spontaneous1outlet of feeling.

Painting served

Pure painting .and

technique were replaced by expression in significance to
the artist.

Vincent met the world on his own terms and in

terpreted it with his own hypersensitive feelings.

Ee.rly 1n

his career he concerned himself with the hard lot of common
people.
dull

The color and implied humanitarianism were on a

~eevyhanded

level.

He later developed a way of paint

1ng in short, choppy strokes' of bright color which writhed
and bended at hie impetuous command.

Such a technique did
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did not lend itself to creating naturalistic light nor was
such hls concern.

Light behavior was implied in many of his

works but always for expressive ,urposes and not for the
reproduction of nature.
Realizing that the artist's approach to nature deter
mines his treatment of light: and having establisheG that
the major post-impressionists refused to accept the world on
its own terms and interpret it through its appearances

j

it

folloNS that their light treatment would deViate from tnat
of creating the illusion of naturalistic light.

Let us

briefly review the major post-impressionists' light treat
ment compared With the visual treatment as seen in Vermeer.
In the visual mode of representation, light usually was
a unifying element in a painting.

Vermeer made use of dir

ected light to set up consistent relationships of light to
shadow modeling of all objects Within a painting. Pervaalwe
Ii

t

was never used by Vermeer.

eha~&oteristic8

Seurat made use of the

of directed light as a unifying element.

His objects were consistent in light to shadow modeling in
that the sawe side of all objects was light and the opposite
slda,shadow.
Vermee~s

An important distinction between his light and

lay in the fact that his shadow side was darker but

still luminous.

Actually in nature (and in Vermeer's works)

a shadow is the absence of light and,excludlng light reflect
ed into t e shadow, 1s not luminous.
inosity leads us to call his

li~~t

Seurat's overall lum

pervasive, that ls,lack

84.
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lng a source.
ifyln

This overall illumination was also a un

element of a work as a coherent whole.

Both

C~zanne

and Gauguin rejected directed light and painted light into
their colors.

Their pervasive

11~ht

eliminated light to

shadow modeling creating instead an overall, consistent
light. Van Gogh painted lights and shadows implying directed
light.

Like Seurat his shadow areas were too full of color

to indicate an adherence to the visual experience.

Often

also Van Gogh was not consistent in his light treatment.
Both he and Gauguin painted a head implying light and shadow
modeling but painted the clothes without shadow.

In such in

stances light treatment was not utilized as a unifying ele
ment but for other purposes.
As carefully noted by Vermeer light affects color.
Colored light sources affect the local color of an object
towards the color of the source and in the case of highly
reflective surfaces, the local color becomes the color of the
source. Colors which are in light have a higher value or
brightness.

They become warmer or cooler in tone depending

on whether the source is predominantly warm or cool in tone.
Colors in bright light

beco~e

more neutral as well as higher

in value. All the above characteristics were faithfully re
pr€sented on Vermeer's canvases.

Van Go~~ often represent

ed the color of the li5ht source as affecting the color of

85.

object matter (liThe Starry Night" and "Landscape vii th
Ploughed Fields"). He did so by placing strokes of the
color of the light in juxt2.posi tion Hi th the object 's
color.

Seurat also placed dabs of

t1

1ight " juxtaposed with

object color. Cezanne scattered blue strokes about his
landscapes to represent the phenomenon of scattering. He
also plaoed

~~ight

colored strokes to sU3gest light (light

defines planes). Seurat, because his purpose was in part to
portray light, paid more attention to its effects.

He

painted the colors in light with high value, neutral tones
(liLa Grande Jatte tl

).

Another characteristic of light be

havior is the reduction of contrast in s_adow.
presented this contrast.
Go~

Seurat re

In the fe\'l instances Hhere Van

and Gauguin use shadows this characteristic is noted.
Light and its counterp rt shadow can be essential el

ements of the composi tion(of the
of the

co~position

t~iO

demensional surfaoe or

of the picture space). Seurat used alter

nating areas of light and shadow to mark off the distance
into the picture space. These eame areas created a surface
pattern of verticals and horizontals whose right anglular
1ty was essential to the stable,permanent world he represent
ed. Van Gogh used light as a center of interest in "Landscape
With Ploughed Fields ll

•

Generall~

speakin5 only when Ii

has its counterpart can it be used effectively as a com
positional element. If, however, we say that color 1s a

t
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C~zanne

compositional element in a painting by Gauguin or

and that light 1s color, then light must be a compositional
element. The author has copied a itSelf-portrait ''lith a flatU
by

Gau~uin

in which a band of light

lfEiB

placed diagonally

in the upper left corner,purely for compositional reasons.
~he

other areas of liBht in this portrait are

as to create a balance of

li;~t

80

minipulated

areas on the picture plane.

V.ermeer created the illusion of apace

b~'

hi slight

treatment. He represented the regular decrease in light in
tensity as the distance from the light source increased. He
also arranged his objects so that light striking them would
lead the observer on diagonals from object to object back
into space.

~e

often set up an alternating dark foreground,

light middle ground with dark figure against a light back
ground. As mentioned above Seurat used alternating areas of
light and shadow to lead the observer into
observed that

li~~ted

sp~ce.

Seurat

objects or areas in the distance

appeared more blue due to scattering

80 he~

applied more

pale blue dots in the backround. Gauguin did not use light
to express depth rather he used light or color to express
t:'I.e surface.

C~zanne

expressed depth through overla ping

planes of color, utiliZing a broken outline when necessary.

Usually he denied this depth by placing calora of the same
intensity in the background as in the foreground. Van Gogh,
like Cezanne, created depth on the one hand, and denied it
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on the other. With an exaggerated perspective and with
gradation of brush strokes, we are rushed into the space
only to find color of equal intensity and line of the same
strength as found 1n the foreground. Such treatment stress
es the surface pattern of color over spatial relationships.
Light expresses plastic form 1n the visual mode of
representation. Vermeer's objects and figures exist as Bolid
forms defined by light to half-light to shaodW modeling. In
modeling a form Vermeer was careful to represent the de
crease 1n value of the object's color as it went into shadow.
Seurat also used light to express plastic form.

T~e

color of

shadows did not drop 1n intensity. The color merely became
of a lower value. The presence of dlvielonisID in the shad
ow areas maintained an overall brightness above that which
we could find in nature.

C~zanne

was the real innovator in

the expression of plastic form •. As he modeled from light to
dark not only did the value drop but the color itself chang
ed from a warm to a cooler tone. The intensity did not drop
because the recession of form could be achieved by the tend
ency of cool colors to recede.

He desired an overall sur

face pattern of color which created a tension between the
expression of plastic form (through modeling with color) and
expression of a lively color pattern on the picture plane.
GaugUin did not use light to model
really. Vllien li5ht was

de'~icted

fo~

nor did Van Gogh

by Van Gogh as falling on an

Gow.

object or surface, i

t

~las
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done by juxtaposing a fel'1 strokes

with the color of the source on the surface.

These strokes

ware lighter than the color of the object and appeared to
advance. No shadowB were put in alon

with these "light ll

strokes.
Gauguin and Van Gogh used light and color in another
way, symbolically.

Light and color) and their particular

arrange.ents were a means of expressing the artists emotions,
his innermost self.

These two artists believed the work of

art to be a statement of the artistls Boul and not a tech
nical tour de force. Gauguin added to this belief the trad
itional concept that a work should be a decorative whole and
his color and light were used to create the s me.
The treatment of light 1s determined by the artist's
approach to nature.

Although Vermeer was interest in art

for art's sake or in the formalistic qualities, he was pri
marily a translator of the visual image of nature. In creat
ing the illusion of nature as seen, he was interested in de
picting one of natura's elements) light, as closely as pos
sible to

il"hc.. t

he saw. A8 la t er arti s t s began to eo c ept

different purposes, the importance of depicting light nat
uralistically beca e less, in proportion to the artists
rejection of the Visual world. For Georges Seurat light was
hie major subject matter. His departure from creating a

Gow.

visual representation was due to his acceptance of the
technique of dlvisionism.

Because Vincent van Gogh

ed his subject matter as a

eans of expressin

a~proach

himself and

not itself, the naturalistic treatment of light was con
trary to his purposes and rejected for a treatment which
could express the artist's moods.

As the purpose of art

becomes more in creating a coherent unit which is slgnlfl
cant in itself, by itself, any representation of the visual
world loses significance.

Cezanne went beyond nature in

his search for an organization. a sUbstructure which would
show naturals underlying unity.

In his search for an order

to impose on nature he rejected the ever changing character
I

of nature s light. Paul Gauguin in hie acceptance of a paint
1n3 as a decorative unit 1n itself and as a symbol of his
eenti8cnts J rejected "more than the others the representa
tion of physical light.

Since these post-impressionists'

time and in our own time where the values or purposes of art
are solely abstract and formalistic the treatment of Ii
has become abstract or formalistic.
even less naturalistic.

t

Certainly it has become

Toe author has painted two works

illustrating contemporary light treatment. In liThe Waterfront ll
we see a symbol of light in the upper right corner. Its
purpose is formalistic.

It creates a tension, a pull on

t e observer. It balances the painting.

In "Color in !>lotion ll

the sole purpose of the work 18 the abstract interplay of
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color.

Yet we can sense a pervasive light in the painting.

The lit;-'I1.t is "brushed-in" as it was in
The light treatment of

C~zanne

and G8.uguln.

Seurat,C~zanne,Gauguin, and

Van Gogh,

their individual and distinct approaches towards nature,
have initiated what is bein- done today and
in the future.

he art
wlll~lnfluence

1.
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APPENDJX
The Science of Light and Peroeption

1.

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY:

magnetic energy.

Light is a form of electro

Once this energy is oreated, it travels

outward in all direotions from the light source at a con
stant velocity until it is modified by striking some
object in its path.

2.' BRIGHTNESS;

1

The f8.l'ther away from the light souree,

the same amount of eleotromagnetic energy is

s~read

out

over e. much larger space, therefore the quantity falling
on a given object is very muoh decreased until so far
from the source that the amount is too small to be de
tectsd.
a)

2

light produce an illumination which
deoreases as the square of the distance from the source. 3
'~.

b)

Point sources

o~

When the SaUTee 1s larger than a point. all points

of its area may be oonsidered as individual points and the
effect at a given distance is that of the sum of all of
the polnts. 4
lRalph '. Evans, An Introduotion to Color. (NY 1948),
John '11ey and Sons, me., pp. 7-8.
2

Evens, Color, p. 8.

3Newton t Henry Black and Elbert P~ Ll ttle. An Introduotory
qou~~e in College ~hlsiCS, N.Y. 1956 (4th Ed.). The
1:,act~11en

C"'o.,

4 Evans , p. 41

p.

61 •
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3.

WAVE THEORY:

The phenomena of light propagation may

best be explained by the wave theory.

\·hen waves are emitted

by a small source in a uniform medium the wave fronts are
spheres concentric with the source.
represent a series

o~

Rays may more simply

light waves than the wave fronts, a

ray being an imaginary straight line emanating from the
light source.
4.

REFRACTION:

If not in a uniform medium, the direction

of a ray is changed in crossing a boundary from one medium
to another, except when the light falls on the surface per
pendicularly.

.The deviation or change produced on the ray's

passage back into the first medium from the second medium
is always the same as the first, but in the opposite
direction. 5
5.

Tlli:Rl:A.L

RADUTORS:

The greater part of all our known

sources are caused by the radiation of light due to high
temperatures.

These are classified as "thermal radiators".

Some familiar examples are the sun, incandescent lights.
burning materials, glowing coals, hot metals, etc.
color

o~

The

the light varies with the temperature -- the first

noticible glow is red; at a higher temperature this changes
to orange and then yellow; at still higher temperatures
the yellow becomes white and then at the highest

2.
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the white becomes blue.

tempe~atures

The gun's surface is

white indioating the very high temperature of its surface.
6.

SECONDARY L1GRT-SOURCES:

Refleetive surfaces. such as

the moon. show that the color of the light is not always

an indication of surface temperature.

These will be called

seoondary light sources.

7.

WAVE LENGTH .AND COLOR:

theory,

dif~erent

of light.

According to the wavelength

colors -are due to different wave lengths

The reds, oranges. and yellows. and blues emitted

by a light source are radiations of different wave-lengths
(of decreasing wave-length).

Very few light sources are

composed of only one wavelength
8.

DAYLIGHT:

We find daylight. when broken down or dis-

parsed by a prism. is oomposed of a spectrum of different
colors or wave-lengths from long waves (red) to short
waves (violet).

The ability of a prism to break down

light is because different wave-lengths are refracted as
slightly different angles.

The reds are refracted least,

and the violets most. 6

9.

SCATTERING:

The process of scattering is very complex,

the detailed explanation of whioh is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Simplified, scattering ocours when a beam

(a collection of rays) of sunlight strikes molecules in
~lack, and Little, p. 694
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the atmosphere.

The electric field of the beam causes the

electrio charges (electrons and protons) in the molecules
to set them in motion.

Some of the light is scattered by

this motion in directions other than that of the beam.?
a)

According to the Rayleigh law the amount of light

scattered in any direction varies inversely as the fourth
power of the wavelength.
b)

This means that more short wave-lengths are scattered

than long ones.

Since the shorter wave-lengths appear blue

or violet, and the long appear red; the scattered light 1s
more blue, and the light transmitted by the medium is
changed towards red.
c)

The amount of light scattered by a given volume of air

is the same at all places in the View, but the amount of
blueness seen by an observer depends on the total distance
through the air to the distant point at which be happens
to be looking.
d)

Scattering explains the blueness of the distant haze

and therefore of distant objects, and of the sky itself.
The transmission of the long waves explains the redness of
a sunset.

When the sun is going down the light must travel

through a much greater volume of atmosphere due to the
?Francis V. Sears and Mark W. Zeman5ky, universit! Physics,
Reading. 1:a5s, 1957, 2nd Ed., Addison-Wesley PUb ishing Co.
Ino., p. 874.
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oblique angle of the rays on the surface. 8
10.

OBJECT SURFACES:

The nature of this light source affects

the appearance of object surfaces.

If the light source is

small and concentrated, it will oause the objeot to take on

a glossy finish with small sharp highlights.

In the case

of a large diffuse source the surface takes on a satin
effeot with large

d1f~ee,

soft highlights.

Or when the

source is one of diffuse uniform lighting, the objects ap
pear dull, opaque with no real highllghts. 9

The angle of

the source oan affeot the appearance of its surfaoe by
light and shadow defining the texture of the surface.

The

eolor of an object is also affected by the light source.

11.

OBJECT COLOR:

There are two main variables which

affeot the color of an object.

The color of en object is

dependent on first. the color of the light which illuminates

it; and second, on the light it refleots or transmits to
the eye.

A skein of red yarn held in the red end of the

spectrum appears red.

Yet when the same yarn is held in

the blue end of the spectrum, it appears nearly black.

Sim

ilarly blue Yarn appears black in all parts of the spectrum
except the blue, where it has its proper color.

Thus when

a piece of paper looks white in daylight. it is because it
reflects all visible wave-lengths equally, and when a cloth
looks blue in daylight. it is because it reflects only those
8

Evans, p. 65

9

Evans, p. 45
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short waves which produoe blue.

When a piece of white

paper is illuminated by a blue source, it appears blue.
a)

The general rule then is that the color of an opaque

object depends on the wave-length

o~

flects -- that it does not absorb.
b)

the light it re

lO

The color of a transparent object depends o~he

wave length of the light it transmits.

For example, the

red glass used by photographers for their safe light lan
terns transmits freely only red light and absorbs almost
completely the yellow, green, blue. and violet light which
., affects the chemicals on the photographic plates .11
12.

LIGHT A}JD VISION:

We perceive light because it

effects the retina or sensitive rods and cones of our eyes.
The cones are activated under bright illumination and are
responsible for the experience

o~

color (hue) while the

rods are trilight receptors capable of registering only
value differences. 12 The eye is far more sensitive to
shorter wave-lengths at low light levels. 13

And at low

brightness levels there is a marked increase in the sensiti
vity of the rods.
ferent wave-lengths

They cannot respond selectively to dif
bec~use

of the nature of their nerve

lOBlack and Little, P. 695.
llBlack and Little, p. 696.
12 Gregory A. Kimble, Principles o~ General Psychology,
N.Y. 1956, The Ronald Press. p. 134.
l~ans, p. 102.
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stru~ture.

At exceedingly low brightness levels only

rough form may be distinguished.

This is due to an in

sufficient amount of energy to activate enough rods other
than those farther away from the center of the retina.
This improves rapidly with an increase in brightness up
to a point at vmich under extremely high brightness there
is a decrease again in definition of form. 14

a)

We see objects only because of the effect that the

objeots have on the light before it reaohes us, i.e., the
objeots absorption, and transmission or reflection of
various wave-lengths.

Light defines the shaPe and color

of objects, how they are turned and how far they are from
us and their neighbors.

15

In the case of a white

OP~que

unpolished object, every point of its surface reflects the
white light which illuminates it, in all directions. into
the surrounding space.

A point becomes visible when one

of its rays strikes our eye.

The image of a body in a par

ticular position is composed of the sum of all these physical
l4Alexander A. Max1mow and William Bloom, A Textbook of
HistOlO~, Philadelphia 1958, (7th Ed.), W. B. Saunders Co ••
Pi.

569-

77

15Rddolf Arnheit. Art and Visual peroe~t1on, Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1954, University of Cali orn1a Press, p. 260
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yoints which send to our eye a portion of the light which
16
each point radiates.
The same holds true for a colored
objeot except that each point reflects the wave length of
that color and absorbs the other wave lengths.

~hen

the

surface reflects the light source, highlights result.

This

actually is the addition of the reflected colored wave
lengths.

If on the other hand, an object appears black

and disappears from sight when all the light is absorbed,
the object's existence becomes known only because it lies
near surfaces which do reflect or transmit light.

However,

we know of no completely black objects and it is because
they all refleot some of the light source that we oan see
17
that they have gurface relief like other objects.
b)

There are two opposite outlooks on color behavior, both

based on perceptual experience.

The primary difference is

that to one view, color is what the mind knows regardless of
What the eye reports at a given moment; to the other view,
color is exactly what the eye reports. lS The former stresses
the continuity of color by stating that an objeot has a
16M•E • Chevreul, The Laws of Contrast of Colour, trans. from
French by John Spanton, London, 1883, George Routledge and
Sons, p. 1.

17Chevrent, Contrast of Colour, P. 2.
lSphllip C. Beam, The LangUage of Art, N.Y., 1958, The Ronald
Press Company, p. 182.
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permanent color technically known as its local color. which
remains constant regardless of the effects of light.

The

second outlook stresses change by saying that the oolor of
an object is dependent on the multiple effects of light.
The former depends on the

man~aotured

color (the dye. paint.

etc.) of the object and not on nature's or material's
"apparent" effect on this color.

The sports car is flame

red irrelevant of the reflection of the green trees on its
surface or the blue tinge due to the twilight and ir
relevant to the hue imposed on it by the spot light in the
dealers' showroom.
13.

VARIATION OF LOCAL COLOR:

We have defined local color

as the basic hue of a particular object. or section of an
objeot in oases of multioolored objects.

On the other hand

when we look closely at an object. we see many tints and
shades. and often even the presence of different hues.
There are many variable causes for these
in

apparent" changes

the local color.

14. JINDIRECT LIGHTING:

Indirect lighting reflected from

another nearby surface is one such Cause.
1~

l1

interior illumination.

A good example

Daylight reflected

o~

a yellow

wall casts a yellow tinge over objeots which are not direct

ly illuminated by the light coming through the window. and
will even serve as a secondary light source for those
directly illuminated but situated close to the wall.

It
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makes no difference whether or not the light arises by way
of a reflecting surface.

liThe point is that all the light

illuminating other objects has this source quality.

The

quality of the light reaching an object is that of the sum
of the light qualities reaching it from all the points of
its environment. and each of these points may be considered
as an independent source. 1I19
15.

SURFACE REFLECTING:

If an object has a more or less

smooth surface. the reflectance of the surface increases
rapidly as the angle at which it is viewed decreases.
"Direct sunlight coming in a window is essentially parallel
light (extreme angle ~o).

As

such. when it falls on a

selective object with a smooth surface. it gives rise to
about the maximum selective reflection of which the object
1s capable. 20 We have all probably noticed examples of this
in nature.

The green water lily pads on a pond appear quite

green when viewed from above or at a fairly great angle but
they reflect only the light source (the blue of the sky or
light of the sun) when viewed from near the surface or at
an acute angle.

Closely related to indirect lighting being

reflected from one surface to another, but a more specifio
instance for the variation of local color is lighting due
to reflections.from highly reflective surfaces.
19Evans. p. 81.

20Evans. p. 80.
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16.

HIGHLY REFLECTIVE SURFACES:

A highly reflective surfaoe

reflects the color of the light source that strikes it in
21
A mirror is
stead of transmitting its own local color.
the classical illustration of this.

Let us say that the

l,te afternoon sunlight with its red-orange hue streams
through a window and strikes e mirror or mirror-like sur
face such as a silver pitcher.

This surface will refleot.

in ail directions from each point of its surface illuminated
by the sunlight. the red-orange hue of the light source
onto any objects within a certain distance, this distance
being determined by the intensity of the sunlight and its
gradual decrease according to the inverse. square of the
distance law mentioned earlier.

16.

ENERGY ABSORPTION:

This law that the intensity varies

inversely with the square of the distance is not altogether

- true; however, fAlmost all materials absorb at least some of
the light whioh strikes them; they absorb some wave lengths
more than others.

Therefore the light that leaves the

material or has a different energy distribution than the
light that falls on it.

Thie change is one. of a

~ecrease

of the amount of light in some regions of the spectrum.
The process can be considered a subtraction of energy from
this light. 22 Some of the yellow-orange wave lengths will
21Be am. Lanr:Uage of Art, p. 185

2~anB. p. 58
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be reflected by a highly

p~lished

gold objeot while the

reds and other wave lengths will be to some small degree
absorbed.

This will effect the overall hue reflected be

cause the light source reflected will be influenced by the
hue of the object.

Any object's local color on which this

object reflects will be influenced both by the hue of the
reflected light source and to a degree by the hue of the
reflecting object.

18.

COLORED LIGHT SOURCES:

Another cause of variation in

the looal color of objeots 1s due directly to the hue of
the principle light sources.

When the light.source 1s

colored "all local colors in the visual image will appear
23
to assume the hue of the general il1uminatlon rr •
For in
~set

stance. during a brilliant

to be tinged with red-orange hues.

all objects will appear
Excellent examples of

colored light sources can be found in theatrical lighting
where colored spot lights

e~d

footlights set the mood and

create effects of daylight and night light by their color and
its affect on the locel colors of the stage set.

The hue

changes are accomplished by intensity changes as well as to
better the effect; but this is not the question.

Colored

light does color objects.
19.

CAST

SHADO~S:

The last principal course of variations

in local color results
23Beam. p. 188.

~rom

cast shadows.

tiThe effect of a

12
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13.

shadow is to lDwer both the value end intensity of any color
in its path by robbing it of its light.

Since, however,

some light is always reflected into shaded areas by adjacent
surfaces and general diffusion, neither cast shadows nor the
shadow sides of modeled forms are ever reduced completely to
black. n23 • l

In fact, in one very common instance shadows

due to a direct light souroe striking obJects are almost com
pletely illuminated by the reflection of another source.
daylight, shadows created by the

gun

In

striking objects are il

luminated by the sky whioh has an illumination intensity of
about one-fourth that of the sun.

The hue

o~

the illumina

tioD is as blue compared with the sun's as the sky's color
appears to the eye. 23 • 2
20.

NATURE OF THE EYE:

Back 11ghting, that Is, light cbming

directly at the spectator affects the perception of local
color.

~1here

the preceding causes have resulted in actual

color change, this effect is due to the physiological nature
of the eye.

tllien the eye responds to the intense light the

lens openings narrow and it loses the ability to distinguish
detail, three-dimensionality, and color in. adjacent areaS.
Any

objects Which are in or near the path of back illumina

tion appear blurred t flat, and shadowy. 24
23.1 Beam , p. 186.
23. 2EvaDS t p. 79.
24:aeam, p. 188.
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brightness

·o~

the objects and the illuminant brightness of

the light source are so different that the eye oannot adapt
to both simultaneously.

If the back light could be blocked

o4f by holding a card with a hole in it up »0 the eye such
that only the object could be seen, and providing that there
was another source of light (possibly reflected) falling OD
the object. the eye would see the object and its color in
more detail.
a)

Our perception of an object's local color varies with

the distance at which we view an object.

The changes of

local colors as they recede into space are due to several
facts.

The limitation of eyesight allows us to reoeive the

full impact of colors only when they are fairly near our eyes;
we cannot distinguish outlines or colors with any distinct

ness at a distance.

Also the atmosphere.

the many particles of dust and

mols~re

This is due to

which block, deflect,

and scatter the light rays which carry the colors back to us.
(As mentioned earlier the short waves are scattered most and
that is why the distant objects and the atmosphere appear
bluish.)

The progressive diminution of color contrasts in

proportion to the distanoe is a principle based on this fact
that the colors of distant objects is weaker. 25
21 •• LIGHT INTO SlU.DO',,:

When light strikes an objeot from a

given direotion the colors of all three-dimensional forms

2~eam. pp. 186-187.
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are most

intens~

on the sides facing the light source and

are least intense on the sides opposite or away from the
souroe.

26

In other words. local colors of three-dlmension

al objects are modified as they are modeled from light to

shadow.

The following sketohes taken from Philip Beam's

The Language of Art. will serve to best illustrate what
occurs.

F'ig.

2.7

1

B

COLOR TRIANGLES

YEllOW .oS BI.UE

ORANuE.s BUll

05JECT

Figure one represents a value scale (what some authors
term a brightness scale) from white to black as the base for
two color triangles.

The vertex of each triangle represents

full intensity of that hue.

For the sake of explanation let

us consider the orange triangle.

If either black or white

pigment were added to this full intensity orange the in
tensity would deorease.

The base of the triangle (the value

26:Beam. p. 184.

27 Beam , p. 181. Fig. 92 b and o.
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The altitude of the

triangle (the dotted line) shows the full range
intensity to :full intensity.

16.

~rom

no

The rIE II tone falls just above

helf-way across this line indicating that it is about 5/Sths
o~

"en

full intensity.

falls about one quarter of the way

from neutral to full intensity and is therefore about i
full intensity.
ShOYffi

The modeling of the object in figure two

these various color variations in value and intensity

as they move

~rom

light to shadow.

The movement of A, B, C,

towards neutrality and blackness shows up also on the color
triangle by the position up and down relative to the base
of each color triangle. 28
22.

SHADOWS:

At this point we can consider shadows them

selves more closely.

Probably one of the first

pp~ical

phenomena to be noted was that the shadow of an objeot
illuminated by a small light source haa the same shape as
the object and that the edges of the shadow are straight
line extensions from the source. tangent to the edges of
the object.

29

A

point source oasts a sharply defined

Shadow whioh reoeives no light from the souroe (Fig.3)
28 Ar thur Pope. The Lan~e o~ Drawing and Painting, Cambridge.
Mass. 1949. Harvard trnVersity Press, p:p. 44-46

29

Sears and ZemanskYt p. 720

Goy;:

Appendix

Sh~ow

a)

I~

the source is larger than a point the shadow oon

sists of two portions.

The inner portion is oalled the

umbra.

SUrrounding the umbra is the penumbra within whioh
the objeot screens only part of the souroe. 30 (F1g. 4)

J= ig.
30

4

Sears and Zemensky, p. 721.

17.

A.ppendi:&::

b)

Gow

18.

The larger the light source relative to the distance

the leas sharp the edges of the shadow will be.

31

Obvious

ly if no light reached the shadow areas, details in this
area would be invisible to the eye.

In nature, this is

seldom the Case as shadows are usually partly transparent

at least due to the illumination by other primary sources
or secondary sources such as objects reflecting light.

"In

either case there may be little resemblance between the
quality of the light reaohing an obJect and that reaching
the shadows. t132

Under conditions where there is both a

large source and a small one, the point source forms
shadows, but the large source may not, resulting in the
shadow area being illuminated entirely by the large source.
The shadow illumination may vary from almost nothing to an
intensity level just less than the total of the two sources.
~~en

the light from the small source is so weak in relation

to the large one that no visible shadow is produced, the
limit is reached.

If an object is visible it is reflecting

the same amount ot light in every direction.

If situated

near the shadow of another object it will send that same
amount into the shadow providing there is no obstruction.
c)

Therefore if there is only one Bource, all shadow il

lumination must come from reflecting objects near by, and

3~van8, 1>. 51.
32Evans, p. 78.

Gow
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19.

since .ost objects have, at least to a certain extent,
selective surfaces, this light will be colored.

If there

ie more than one object of different colors reflecting into
a shadow area, the illumination is the additive mdxture of
all of them. 33
d)

The shadow of an object depends directly on the dis

tance of the i1ght source from the object.

The oloser the

source the larger the shadow in proportion to the size of
the obJect. 34
e)

Roland Rood, in Color end Light in Painting, makes

three distinctions in attitude which the observer .may take
toward lighting contrast or light and shadow.

He oalls these

attitudes "looking at", "looking into", and rllooking through"
the shadow.

The observer

m~

tllook at" the shadow which

means he may see the illumination of a scene as auah.

In

which oase the shadow appears a dark area in contrast with
the lighted areas in the field of View.

He may "look 1nto ll

the shadow and focus on the objects suoh that their character
ist1cs are seen in more detail.

Or he may "look throughu the

shadow by approaching the objects and ooncentrating on them
such that he is no longer aware that they are in shadow. 30
3~e.nB, p. 78.
3~ans, p. 55.

35Evans, p. 162, also Roland Rood, Color and Light in Paint
~, UY, 1941, Columbia University Press.

appendix

Gow

" The eye will. according to Arnheim, see the simpler
relationships first, or in Rood's terms, will rrlook at"
shadows.

36

The broed pattern of areas of light and shadow

will strike the eye first.

However the mind and eye can

control what it Bees by concentrating on a small area in
the field view.
23.

ADAllTION;

"\!hen the eye is exposed to a given illumina

tion level for a sufficient length of time it comes to ac
cept this level as normal. and all other intensities are
Been relative to the given level.

At or below a certain

fraction of the illumination level, the aotual fraction de
pending on the actual level. black is seen.

Intensities

near that of the illumination are Been as white.

Intensities

above this are seen as brighter than white and usually appear
as light souroes. IIZ ?

36~ __ ~

.

,lU"L.l.Ue ~r:,

p. 250 •

3?Evans, p. 105.
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